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Abstract
Code duplication or copying a code fragment and then reuse by pasting with or
without any modifications is a well known code smell in software maintenance. Several
studies show that about 5% to 20% of a software systems can contain duplicated code,
which is basically the results of copying existing code fragments and using then by
pasting with or without minor modifications. One of the major shortcomings of such
duplicated fragments is that if a bug is detected in a code fragment, all the other
fragments similar to it should be investigated to check the possible existence of the
same bug in the similar fragments. Refactoring of the duplicated code is another prime
issue in software maintenance although several studies claim that refactoring of certain
clones are not desirable and there is a risk of removing them. However, it is also widely
agreed that clones should at least be detected.
In this paper, we survey the state of the art in clone detection research. First, we
describe the clone terms commonly used in the literature along with their corresponding
mappings to the commonly used clone types. Second, we provide a review of the existing
clone taxonomies, detection approaches and experimental evaluations of clone detection
tools. Applications of clone detection research to other domains of software engineering
and in the same time how other domain can assist clone detection research have also
been pointed out. Finally, this paper concludes by pointing out several open problems
related to clone detection research.
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1

Introduction

Copying code fragments and then reuse by pasting with or without minor modifications or
adaptations are common activities in software development. This type of reuse approach
of existing code is called code cloning and the pasted code fragment (with or without
modifications) is called a clone of the original. However, in a post-development phase, it is
difficult to say which fragment is original and which one is copied and therefore, fragments
of code which are exactly the same as or similar to each other are called code clones,
i.e., instances of duplicated or similar code fragments are called code clones or just clones.
Several studies show that software systems with code clones are more difficult to maintain
than the ones without them [118, 18]. The tendency of cloning not only produces code that
is difficult to maintain, but may also introduce subtle errors [51, 168, 169]. Code clones are
considered as one of the bad smells of a software system [84] and it is widely believed that
cloned code has several adverse affects on the maintenance life-cycles of software systems.
Therefore, it is beneficial to remove clones and prevent their introduction by constantly
monitoring the source code during its evolution [158].
Clones are often the result of copy-paste activities. Such activities are very easy and
can significantly reduce programming effort and time as they reuse an existing fragment of
code rather than rewriting similar code from scratch. This practice is common, especially
in device drivers of operating systems where the algorithms are similar [169]. There are
several other factors such as performance enhancement and coding style because of which
large systems may contain a significant percentage of duplicated code [31]. There is also
“accidental cloning”, which is not the result of direct copy and paste activities but by using
the same set of APIs to implement similar protocols [6]. The literature on the topic has
described many other situations that can lead to the duplication of code within a software
system [18, 31, 120, 122, 146, 178] (for details c.f. Section 2).
Code cloning is found to be a more serious problem in industrial software systems
[8, 47, 18, 31, 74, 120, 122, 148, 146, 178]. In presence of clones, the normal functioning of
the system may not be affected, but without countermeasures by the maintenance team,
further development may become prohibitively expensive [200]. Clones are believed to have a
negative impact on evolution [92, 91]. Code clones may adversely affect the software systems’
quality, especially their maintainability and comprehensibility [87, 88]. For example, cloning
increases the probability of update anomalies (inconsistencies in updating) [28]. If a bug is
found in a code fragment, all of its similar cloned fragments should be detected to fix the bug
in question. Moreover, too much cloning increases the system size and often indicates design
problems such as missing inheritance or missing procedural abstraction [74]. Although the
cost of maintaining clones over a system’s lifetime has not been estimated yet, it is at
least agreed that the financial impact on maintenance is very high. The costs of changes
carried out after delivery are estimated at 40% - 70% of the total costs during a system’s
lifetime [100] (for details c.f. Section 3). Existing research shows that a significant amount
of code of a software system is cloned code and this amount may vary depending on the
domain and origin of the software system [136, 169, 116]. For instance, Baker [18] has found
that on large systems between 13% - 20% of source code can be cloned code. Lague et al.
[158] have studied only function clones and reported that between 6.4% - 7.5% of code is
cloned code whereas Baxter et al. [31] have reported that 12.7% of code being clones of a

software system. Mayrand et al. [178] have also estimated that normal industrial source
code contains 5% – 20% of duplicated code. Kapser and Godfrey [123] have experienced
that as much as 10% –15% of source code of large system is cloned. For an object-oriented
COBOL system, the rate of duplicated code is found even much higher, about 50% [74].
Considering the huge amount of duplicated code and its maintenance cost of large software systems, it is therefore, crucial to detect code clones of large systems for performing
the respective maintenance tasks (e.g., refactoring). Fortunately, there are huge research
studies to find clones automatically [14, 20, 31]. Again, the question arises of the definition
of code clone itself. There is no sound definition of code cloning. In many cases, one cannot
be sure that one fragment of code is copied from another. Baxter et al. [31] say that a
clone is “a program fragment that [is] identical to another fragment”. Krinke [156] uses the
term “similar code”. Ducasse et al. [74] use the term “duplicated code”, Komondoor and
Horwitz [141] also use the term “duplicated code” and use “clone” as an instance of duplicated code. Mayrand et al. [178] use metrics to find “an exact copy or a mutant of another
function in the system”. All these definitions of clones carry some kind of vagueness (e.g.,
“similar” and “identical”) and this imperfect definition of clones makes the clone detection
process much harder than the detection approach itself.
Nevertheless, attempts are being undertaken to detect clones [31, 122, 178, 146, 24,
14, 74, 156, 140] and once identified, they can be removed through source code refactoring
[21, 84, 107, 78, 142]. Again, refactoring of the detected clones may not be the perfect
solution for the software system of interest. While it is widely believed that detecting and
refactoring the code clones from the software systems can improve the system’s overall code
quality, there are some recent works that show that “refactorings may not always improve
the software with respect to clones” and “skilled programmers often created and managed
code clones with clear intent” [136]. Cordy is one of the pioneers in this line, who first
observed that in some cases, especially for the large financial software systems, changing or
refactoring the clones is not advisable from a risk management point of view [57]. It has
been also argued that clones are beneficial in certain situations [128, 129]. In the same time,
there is no doubt that extensive code duplication is related to problems in maintenance and
should be detected at least [84, 120, 178, 62, 176].
There are also many other software engineering tasks such as understanding code quality,
aspect mining, plagiarism detection, copyright infringement investigation, software evolution analysis, code compaction (e.g., for mobile devices), virus detection or detecting bugs,
do require the extraction of syntactically or semantically similar code fragments which essentially implies clones should be detected [151]. However, the same might not be applicable
to XP process software. Nickell and Smith [188] argue that fewer code clones are found in
XP process software, claiming that the XP process improves software quality.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The different factors that lead to code duplication are listed in Section 2, and the disadvantages caused by code cloning are pointed
out in Section 3. Section 4 lists different benefits and applications of detecting clones.
Section 5 shows the harmfulness of cloning in software systems. The clone relation terminologies are discussed in Section 6. In Section 7 we provide the different clone terms that
commonly used in the literature following a mapping of those terms to the commonly used
clone types. Different research groups categorize clones with respect to different contexts.
Section 8 reviews all such available categories of clones and presents them in the form of
2

a taxonomy. In Section 9 we coarsely describe of how clones can be detected, whereas in
Section 10 the different clone detection techniques and tools are presented with respect to
several properties. Section 11 first provides a higher level comparison of the different detection approaches based on the information available from the corresponding papers and
then summarizes tool comparison experiments in comparing the different tools. Visualizations of detected clones are a major concern for clone management and therefore, a list of
visualization techniques are discussed in Section 12. Clones can be removed, managed or
even avoided for efficient software maintenance. These issues are pointed out in Section 13.
There are several studies that use clone detection techniques for observing cloning behavior
in software evolution and are reviewed in Section 14. The impact of code clones on software
quality is discussed in Section 15. Section 16 discusses some of the related work to clone
detection research. Several open issues related to definition of clones, detection approaches
and evaluation methods of comparing clone detection tools are pointed out in Section 17,
and finally Section 18 concludes the paper.

2

Reasons for Code Duplication

Code clones do not occur in software systems by themselves. There are several factors that
might force or influence the developers and/or maintenance engineers in making cloned
code in the system. Clones can also be introduced by accidents. In Figure 1 (the leaf
nodes) we provide the various factors for which clones can be introduced in the source code
[18, 31, 120, 122, 146, 178, 197, 135] where a short description for some of the factors are
discussed below:

2.1

Development Strategy

Clone can be introduced in software systems due to the different reuse and programming
approaches. Examples are:
2.1.1

Reuse Approach

Reusing code, logic, design and/or an entire system are the prime reasons of code duplication.
Simple reuse by Copy/Paste: Reusing existing code by copying and pasting (with or
without minor modifications) is the simplest form of reuse mechanism in the development
process which results code duplication. It is a fast way of reusing reliable semantic and
syntactic constructs. It is also one of the ways of implementing cross-cutting concerns
[135].
Forking: The term Forking is used by Kapser and Godfrey [128] to mean the reuse of
similar solutions with the hope that they will be diverged significantly with the evolution
of the system. For example, when creating a driver for a hardware family, a similar hardware family may already have a driver, and thus can be reused with slight modifications.
Similarly, clones can be introduced when porting software to new platforms and so on.
Design, functionalities and logic reuse: Functionalities and logic can be reused
if there is already similar solution available. For example, often there is a high similarity
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Figure 1: Tree-diagram for the Reasons for Cloning
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between the ports of a subsystem. The different ports of a subsystem (especially, for OS’s
subsystems) are likely similar in their structure and functionality. For example, Linux kernel
device drivers contain large rates of duplication [93] because all the drivers have the same
interface and most of them implement a simple and similar logic. Moreover, the design of
such systems does not allow for more sophisticated forms of reuse.
2.1.2

Programming Approach

Clones can be introduced by the way a system is developed. Examples are:
Merging of two similar systems: Sometimes two software systems of similar functionalities are merged to produce a new one. Although these systems may have been
developed by different teams, clones may produce in the merged system because of the
implementations of similar functionalities in both systems.
System development with generative programming approach: Generating code
with a tool using generative programming may produce huge code clones because these tools
often use the same template to generate the same or similar logic.
Delay in restructuring: It is also a common practice to the developers that they
often delay in restructuring their developed code which may ultimately introduce clones.

2.2

Maintenance Benefits

Clone are also introduced in the systems to obtain several maintenance benefits. Examples
are:
Risk in developing new code: Cordy [57] reports that clones do frequently occur
in financial software as there are frequent updates/enhancements of the existing system to
support similar kinds of new functionalities. Financial products do not change that much
from the existing one, especially within the same financial institutions. The developer
is often asked to reuse the existing code by copying and adapting to the new product
requirements because of the high risk (monetary consequences of software errors can run
into the millions in a single day) of software errors in new fragments and because existing
code is already well tested (70% of the software effort in the financial domain is spent on
testing).
Clean and understandable software architecture: To keep software architecture
clean and understandable, sometimes clones are intentionally introduced to the system [128].
Speed up maintenance: As two cloned code fragments are independent of each other
both syntactically and semantically, they can evolve at different paces in isolation without
affecting the other and testing is only required to the modified fragment. Keeping cloned
fragments in the system may thus speed up maintenance, especially when automated regression tests are absent [197].
Ensuring robustness in life-critical systems: Cloning/redundancy is incorporated
intentionally while designing life-critical systems. Often the same functionality is developed
by different teams in order to reduce the probability that the implementations fail under
the same circumstances.
High cost of function calls in real time programs: In real time programs, function calls may be deemed too costly. If the compiler does not offer to inline the code
automatically, this will have to be done by hand and consequently there will be clones.
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2.3

Overcoming Underlying Limitations

Clones can be introduced due to the underlying limitations concerning the programming
languages of interest and the developers.
2.3.1

Language Limitations

Clones can be introduced due to the limitations of the language, especially when the language in question does not have sufficient abstraction mechanisms. Examples are:
Lack of reuse mechanism of programming languages: Sometimes programming
languages do not have sufficient abstraction mechanisms, e.g., inheritance, generic types
(called templates in C++) or parameter passing (missing from, e.g., assembly language and
COBOL) and consequently, the developers are required to repeatedly implement these as
idioms. Such repeating activities may create possibly small and potentially frequent clones
[190, 27].
Significant efforts in writing reusable code: It is hard and time consuming to
write reusable code. Perhaps, it is easier to maintain two cloned fragments than the efforts
to produce a general but probably more complicated solution.
Writing Reusable code is error-prone: Writing reusable code might be error-prone,
especially for a critical piece of code. It is therefore preferred to copy the existing code and
then reuse it by pasting with or without modification rather than making reusable code.
Introduction of new bugs can be avoided in critical system functionality by keeping the
critical piece of code untouched [97].
2.3.2

Programmer’s Limitations

There are also several limitations associated with the programmers for which clones are
introduced in the system. Examples are:
Difficulty in understanding large system: It is generally difficult to understand a
large software system. This forces the developers to use the example-oriented programming
by adapting existing code developed already.
Time limit assigned to developers: One of the major causes of code cloning in the
system is the the time frame allowed to its developers. In many cases, the developers are
assigned a specific time limit to finish a certain project or part of it. Due to this time limit,
developers look for an easy way of solving the problems at hand and consequently look for
similar existing solutions. They just copy and paste the existing one and adapt to their
current needs.
Wrong method of measuring developer’s productivity: Sometimes the productivity of a developer is measured by the number of lines he/she produces per hour. In such
circumstances, the developer’s focus is to increase the number of lines of the system and
hence tries to reuse the same code again and again by copying and pasting with adaptations
instead of following a proper development strategy.
Developer’s Lack of knowledge in a problem domain: Sometimes the developer is
not familiar to the problem domain at hand and hence looks for existing solutions of similar
problems. Once such a solution is found, the developer just adapts the existing solution to
his/her needs. Because of the lack of knowledge, it is also difficult for the developer to make
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a new solution even after finding a similar existing solution and thus, reusing the existing
one gets higher priority than making a new one.
Lack of ownership of the code to be reused: Code may be borrowed or shared
from another subsystem which may not be modified because it may belong to a different
department or even may not be modifiable (access not granted and/or stored in nonvolatile
memory)[58]. In such situations, the only way of reusing the existing code is to copy and
paste with required adaptations.

2.4

Cloning By Accident

Clones may be introduced by accidents. Examples are:
Protocols to Interact with APIs and Libraries: The use of a particular API
normally needs a series of function calls and/or other ordered sequences of commands. For
example, when creating a button using the Java SWING API, a series of commands is to
create the button, add it to a container, and assign the action listeners. Similar orderings
are common with libraries as well [128]. Thus, the uses of similar APIs or libraries may
introduce clones.
Coincidentally implementing the same logic by different developers: It may
happen that two developers were involved in implementing the same kind of logic and
eventually, come up with similar procedures independently, thus leading to look-alikes more
than clones.
Side effect of developers’ memories: Programmers may unintentionally repeat a
common solution for similar kind of problems using the common solution pattern of his/her
memory to such similar problems. Therefore, several clones may unknowingly be created
to the software systems.

3

Drawbacks of Code Duplication

The factors behind cloning described in Section 2 are reasonable and consequently, clones
do occur in large software systems. While it is beneficial to practise cloning, code clones can
have severe impacts on the quality, reusability and maintainability of a software system. In
the following we list some of the drawbacks of having cloned code in a system.
Increased probability of bug propagation: If a code segment contains a bug and
that segment is reused by coping and pasting without or with minor adaptations, the bug
of the original segment may remain in all the pasted segments in the system and therefore,
the probability of bug propagation may increase significantly in the system [118, 169].
Increased probability of introducing a new bug: In many cases, only the structure
of the duplicated fragment is reused with the developer’s responsibility of adapting the code
to the current need. This process can be error prone and may introduce new bugs in the
system [117, 31].
Increased probability of bad design: Cloning may also introduce bad design, lack
of good inheritance structure or abstraction. Consequently, it becomes difficult to reuse
part of the implementation in future projects. It also badly impacts on the maintainability
of the software [185].
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Increased difficulty in system improvement/modification: Because of duplicated
code in the system, one needs additional time and attention to understand the existing
cloned implementation and concerns to be adapted, and therefore, it becomes difficult to
add new functionalities in the system, or even to change existing ones [120, 178].
Increased maintenance cost: If a cloned code segment is found to be contained a
bug, all of its similar counterparts should be investigated for correcting the bug in question
as there is no guarantee that this bug has been already eliminated from other similar parts
at the time of reusing or during maintenance. Moreover, When maintaining or enhancing
a piece of code, duplication multiplies the work to be done [178, 185].
Increased resource requirements: Code duplication introduces higher growth rate
of the system size. While system size may not be a big problem for some domains, others
(e.g., telecommunication switch or compact devices) may require costly hardware upgrade
with a software upgrade. Compilation times will increase if more code has to be translated
which has a detrimental effect on the edit-compile-test cycle. The overall effect of cloning has
been described by Johnson [120] as a form of software aging or “hardening of the arteries”
where even small changes on the architectural level become very difficult to achieve in the
actual code.

4

Advantages and Applications of Detecting Code Clones

In addition to the direct benefit of knowing how to improve the quality of the source code
by refactoring the cloned code, there are several other benefits and applications of detecting
clones. We list some of those as follows:
Detects library candidates: Davey et al. [60] and Burd&Munro [43] have noticed
that a code fragment that has been copied and reused multiple times in the system apparently proves its usability. As a result, this fragment can be incorporated in a library, to
announce its reuse potential officially.
Helps in program understanding: If the functionality of a cloned fragment is comprehended, it is possible to have an overall idea on the other files containing other similar
copies of that fragment. For example, when we have a piece of code managing memory we
know that all files which contain a copy must implement a data structure with dynamically
allocated space [197].
Helps aspect mining research: Detecting similar code is also required in aspect
mining for detecting cross-cutting concerns. The code of cross-cutting concerns is typically
duplicated over the entire application and could be identified with clone detection tools
[40, 41].
Finds usage patterns: If all the cloned fragments of a same source fragment can be
detected, the functional usage patterns of that fragment can be discovered [197].
Detects malicious software: Clone detection techniques can be used in finding malicious software. By comparing one malicious software family to another, it is possible to
find the evidence where parts of one software system match parts of another [217].
Detects plagiarism and copyright infringement: Finding similar code may also
useful in detecting plagiarism and copyright infringement [217, 18, 122].
Helps software evolution research: Clone detection techniques are successfully used
in software evolution analysis by looking at the dynamic nature of different clones in different
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versions of a system [7, 8, 93, 71, 181].
Helps in code compacting: Clone detection techniques can be used for compact
device by reducing the source code size [49, 61].

5

Harmfulness of Cloning: A justification

Clones are generally considered harmful to the quality of source code [8, 18, 31, 47, 74,
120, 125, 146, 178]. One of the main drawbacks (c.f., Section 3 for details) of code clones
is that changes to one code segment may need to be propagated to several other similar
ones [92]. In order to overcome such difficulties automatic refactoring [21, 31] or aiding
developers with manual refactorings [106] of duplicated code has been proposed. However,
there are some recent studies [137, 136, 128] that show that refactoring of duplicated code
may not always be desirable for software maintenance. The disadvantages of cloning are
sometimes less than the costs of abstraction, which include difficulty of creation and use
[208], decreased program comprehensibility [205] and increased system size [21].
In an industry setting study [135], Kim et al. have observed that “refactorings may not
always improve the software with respect to clones” and “skilled programmers often created
and managed code clones with clear intent” [136]. In a large scale case study, Kapser and
Godfrey have noticed that code cloning can often be used in a positive way [128, 129]. From
several case studies [124, 126, 123], Kapser and Godfrey introduce the notion of categorizing
high level patterns of cloning in a similar way to the cataloging of design patterns or antipatterns. They found eight cloning patterns [128]. For each of the patterns, they studied
both the advantages and disadvantages of these patterns of cloning to software development
and maintenance. Their study concludes that not all the cloning patterns are harmful to
software maintenance and some of the patterns are even beneficial to software development
and maintenance. Therefore, before attempting any refactoring, concerns such as stability,
code ownership, and design clarity need to be considered and the developer/manager should
be confirmed any action(s) to take about duplications.
Cordy [57] also reports that cloning is frequently used in large financial software for
reusing existing design or for separating the dependencies of custom views on data that
some modules or applications may have. Existing code is tested extensively and therefore,
reusing such code prevents the introduction of bugs to the system, and in the same time
limits testing to a subset of the copied code that is modified. He also observes that fixing
bugs to all the similar segments may not be expected by the developers as this may break
dependent code. Therefore, changing or refactoring the clones is not advisable from a risk
management point of view [57].
Geiger et al. [92, 91] have attempted to find a relation between code clones and change
couplings at the file level of granularity. Their study assumes that if a fragment is changed,
all of its cloned fragments (if any) should also be changed. Accordingly, if the cloned fragments are in different files, all the associated files should be changed simultaneously (change
couplings). Change couplings have a bad impact on software evolution as all associated files
need a consistent change. In order to evaluate whether changed couplings are the results of
duplicated code, they used the release history analysis of the Mozilla open source project
and tried to correlate the number of clone instances to the number of co-changes between
the files containing the clone instances. Their study shows that a reasonable amount of
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such relation exists supporting the argument that clones can have a bad impact on software
maintenance.
For evaluating the harmfulness of cloning, another change based experiment has been
conducted by Lozano et al. [171]. They have developed a prototype tool to justify whether
cloning is harmful or not. Rather than working on file level granularity as in Geiger et al.
[92] or disregarding parts of the system’s history (only considers co-changes) as in Kim et
al. [136], they have focused on the method level. Their tool, CloneTracker, focuses on those
methods that had clones in the past for some time and then determines the frequencies of
both changes and co-changes of such methods both when they have clones and when not.
Their study shows that although frequency of co-changes between the cloned methods is less
than the methods without clones, the cloned methods change much more frequently than
the methods without clones. Their results seem to support the argument that although consistent changes between the cloned fragments are not carried out (developers may unaware
of other similar fragments), clones do have a bad impact on software evolution/maintenance.
However, their study was based on a small sized piece of software, DNSJava, developed by
only two programmers, which limits the generality of their findings.
Another similar study was conducted by Aversano [9]. They considered co-change analysis (Modification Transactions(MTs) extracted from source code repositories) to verify how
detected clones in a given release of software system, are affected by maintenance interventions, especially during software evolution activity or bug fixing. Based on the analysis from
two Java software systems, ArgoUML and DNSJava, their study shows that most of the
cloned code is consistently maintained, particularly while fixing bugs in cloned fragments.
However, for divergent clones where clones evolve independently, consistent update was out
of the question. Moreover, for maintenance activities (except bug fixing) developers tend
to delay the propagation of maintenance over cloned fragments. A similar study was conducted by Krinke [155] with five open source Java, C/C++ systems. As usual, he also used
the version histories of a target application and measured the percentage of consistent and
inconsistent changes of the code clones over the different releases of a system. His study
showed that roughly half of the changes to the clone groups are inconsistent changes. His
study also showed that the occurrences of becoming inconsistently changed clone groups to
consistently changed clone groups are very few. Inconsistent changes to clone groups are
directly related to the maintenance problems (e.g., bug-fixing or update). Thus, his study
shows that clones do have a bad impact on software maintenance. A similar finding was
noted by Kim et al. [136] that the number of consistent changes are fewer than anticipated
in the evolution versions of a software system.
From the above studies, it seems that the argument “Cloning is harmful” is still an open
issue and more studies are required to come to any final conclusion. What we can say with
confidence is that awareness of clones in a software system is important.

6

Clone Relation Terminologies

Clone detection tools report clones in the form of Clone Pairs (CP) or Clone Classes (CC)
or both. These two terms speak about the similarity relation between two or more cloned
fragments. The similarity relation between the cloned fragments is an equivalence relation
(i.e., a reflexive, transitive, and symmetric relation) [122]. A clone-relation holds between
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two code portions if (and only if) they are the same sequences. Sequences are sometimes
original character strings, strings without whitespace, sequences of token type, transformed
token sequences and so on. In the following we define clone pair and clone class in terms
of the clone relation:
Clone Pair: A pair of code portions/fragments is called a clone pair if there exists a clonerelation between them, i.e., a clone pair is a pair of code portions/fragments which
are identical or similar to each other. For the three code fragments, Fragment 1 (F1),
Fragment 2 (F2) and Fragment 3 (F3) of Figure 2, we can get five clone pairs, <F1(a),
F2(a)>, <F1(b), F2(b)>, <F2(b), F3(a)>, <F2(c), F3(b)> and <F1(b), F3(a)>. By
considering the maximum possible extent of cloned segments, we get basically four
clone pairs, <F1(a + b), F2(a + b)>, <F2(b + c), F3(a + b)> and <F1(b), F3(a)>.
Clone Class: A clone class is the maximal set of code portions/fragments in which any
two of the code portions/fragments hold a clone-relation, i.e., form a clone pair. For
the three code fragments of Figure 2, we get a clone class of <F1(b), F2(b), F3(a)>
where the three code portions F1(b), F2(b) and F3(a) form clone pairs with each
other, i.e., there are three clone pairs, <F1(b), F2(b)>, <F2(b), F3(a)> and <F1(b),
F3(a)> do exist too. A clone class is therefore, the union of all clone pairs which have
code portions in common [196]. Clone classes are also called clone communities [178].
Clone Class Family: The group of all clone classes that have the same domain is called a
clone class family [196]. Such a clone class family is also termed super clone by Jiang
et al [114]. In their context: Multiple clone classes between the same source entities
are aggregated into one large super clone.

Fragment 2:

Fragment 1:
…
for (int i=1; i<n; i++) {
sum = sum + i;
}

a

if (sum <0 ) {
sum = n - sum;
}

b

…

Fragment 3:

…
for (int i=1; i<n; i++) {
sum = sum + i;
}

a

if (sum < 0 ) {
sum = n - sum;
}

b

if (result < 0 ) {
a
result = m - result;
}

c

while (result < m ) {
result = m / result
}

while ( sum < n ) {
sum = n / sum ;
}

…

…

…

Figure 2: Clone Pair and Clone Class
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7

Clone Definitions in the Literature

Clone detection is a research problem where there is no precise definition of suitable output.
Extensive research on clone detection is done without knowing clearly what a clone is,
and with no specific and universal task context. In almost all the cases, the definitions
and types of the clones depends on the underlying algorithms and thresholds used. It is
therefore crucial to know what exactly a clone means, and for what purpose before going
to the details of detecting it. In this section, we provide the different definitions and types
of clones from the literature.

7.1

Code Clone and Its Definitional Vagueness

A code fragment that has identical or similar code fragment(s)to it in the source code,
in general, terms as code clone. A copied fragment can be used with or without minor
modifications in a system by the developer. If there is no modifications or the modifications
are within a certain level in the copied fragment then the original and copied fragments are
called code clones and they form a clone pair. However, there is no single or generic definition
for code clone and all the proposed clone detection methods use their own definitions about
code clone [159]. In the following we provide clone definitions from the literature along with
their associated vagueness.
Baxter et al. [31] define clone clones as the segments of code that are similar according
to some definition of similarity. While they provide a threshold-based definition of tree
similarity for near-miss clones, there is no specific definition of detection independent clone
similarity. A more vaguer definition is provided by Kamiya et al. [122]. They define clones
as the portions of source file(s) that are “identical” or “similar” to each other. While by the
term “identical” they mean “exact copy clones”, there is no formal definition of the term
“similar”. A similar vague definition is proposed and used by Burd et al. [44] in their tool
evaluation experiment where a code segment is termed as clone if there is/are a second or
more occurrences of that segment in the source code with or without “minor” modifications.
It is not specified what is meant by “minor”. However, as in Baxter et al. [31], detection
dependent threshold-based definitions of the terms “similar” or “minor” are attempted
by several authors [148, 169, 126]. Attempts of automatically combining multiple detector
result sets are also considered to overcome such similarity problems [36, 35, 183, 148]. These
approaches may help in evaluating the tools in question, but still leaves open the question
of how well the results match what human judges would decide.
In order to avoid such ambiguities related to the terms “similar” or “minor”, a categorization to the clone definition is attempted in the form of taxonomies. For instance,
Mayrand et al. [178] provide an ordinal scale of eight different types of clones, of which
some have simple, crisp definitions. For example, the category “DistinctName” refers to the
clones where only identifiers names can be differed between the cloned segments. However,
their ordinal scale is not sufficient towards a sound definition of clone. For instance, they
define a category “SimilarExpression” to identify clones with expressions that differ but yet
are still “similar”. Similarly, Balazinska et al. [22] provide 18 different categories of clones
based on what kind of syntax elements have been changed and also how much of the methods has been duplicated. While most of their categories are specific to a single change in
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the code, they still have categories “One long difference” to mean one unit token-sequence
difference in an expression or in a statement or in other part of the function body, “Two long
differences” to mean changes in two units and “Several long differences” to mean changes
in three or more units, all of which involve kind of vagueness.
The issue of minimum clone size is also questionable. Some studies show that for a tokenbased technique, e.g., CCFinder, a threshold of 30 tokens is reasonable as the minimum
clone size [122, 123, 136]. Other studies argue that measuring clone size with respect to the
number of lines could be a better option. However, there is also disagreement among people
on the minimum clone size with respect to number of lines. For instance, in Bellon’s tool
comparison experiment [36, 34], the minimum clone size was set to 6 unprocessed lines of
code. On the other hand, Baker [18] has set the minimum threshold to 15 non-commented
lines while Johnson [120] to 50 lines. Some studies consider the no.of AST/PDG nodes
as the measure of clone size and provide a measure of thresholds [169, 142]. Some studies
work with only function clones and limit their clone size to the function body of any size
[178, 158].
Human judgment of code clones is also a major issue and varies among experts [215]. In
one of their experiments, for more than 60% of automatically detected clones, three experts
disagreed whether the fragments are really code clone or not.
Language-specific semantic issues are also problematic in defining code clones. For
example, whether there is any relation between the Java clone() method and the code
clones we are talking about. Java clone() method is used for object duplication and treated
as a reuse mechanism. We are particularly interested in code duplication and thus, even if
the Java clone() method copies an object(actually ‘by reference’), there is very little chance
that the original object (e.g., a class) and the code that uses the clone() method would be
similar in their text. Thus, we do not think that they should be considered clones. However,
it is still questionable whether they are semantically similar. As both the original object
and code segment using the clone() method are similar in their functionalities, we think
that they should be considered as clones when considering semantic similarity. Similar other
such situations may arise depending on the programming language of interest and hence,
we think that language-specific semantic analysis is required for detecting semantic clones.
As we see from the above discussion, the definition of clone and its minimum size
are dependent on the detection approach along with the additional burden of associated
vagueness. The first attempt to define a detection independent definition of exact and nearmiss clones was considered by Giesecke [87] where he pointed out the following desirable
properties of a clone definition:
Independent of a Programming Language: Rather than finding code clones which are
based on the text, syntax and structure of a particular programming language, we want
to find logic clones i.e., we want to detect duplication of logic, the essential property
of a program. If such a generic modeling of code clones can be determined, code clone
detection problem will be independent of programming languages and we can then
overcome most of the limitations of language-based approaches.
Independent of a Detection Approach: The detection of a particular type of clones
should be independent of the detection approaches. A developer can identify whether
two code fragments form a clone or not. Our detection approach should perform
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in such a way that it can replicate the detection capability of the human arbiter in
algorithmic form.
Describe a Continuum of Clones from Exact to Non-Exact: Once a code fragment
is copied, it can be used without being changed or there might be different levels of
editing in order to fit the programmer’s need. As a results of extensive editing two
fragments may be completely different. But even for fragments where the common
origin is almost unrecognizable, similarity knowledge is still valuable for a range of
maintenance tasks.

7.2

Code Clone Types

There are basically two kinds of similarities between two code fragments. Two code fragments can be similar based on the similarity of their program text or they can be similar in
their functionalities without being textually similar. The first kind of clones are often the
result of copying a code fragment and then pasting to another location. In this section, we
consider clone types based on the kind of similarity two code fragments can have:
• Textual Similarity: Based on the textual similarity we distinguish the following types
of clones [35, 34, 153]:
Type I: Identical code fragments except for variations in whitespace (may be also
variations in layout) and comments.
Type II: Structurally/syntactically identical fragments except for variations in identifiers, literals, types, layout and comments.
Type III: Copied fragments with further modifications. Statements can be changed,
added or removed in addition to variations in identifiers, literals, types, layout
and comments.
• Functional Similarity: If the functionalities of the two code fragments are identical or
similar i.e., they have similar pre and post conditions, we call them semantic clones
[142, 156, 184, 60] and referred as Type IV clones.
Type IV: Two or more code fragments that perform the same computation but
implemented through different syntactic variants.
These types of clones not only define an increasing level of subtlety from Type I through
Type IV but also the analytical complexity and sophistication in detecting such clones
increases from Type I through Type IV with Type IV being the highest. The detection
of Type IV clones is the hardest even after having a great deal of background knowledge
about the program construction and software design. This increasing level of analytical
complexity from Type I through Type IV does not vary whether the process is automatic or
not. In the following subsection, we describe each of the types with an example:
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7.2.1

Type I Clones

In Type I clones, a copied code fragment is the same as the original. However, there might
be some variations in whitespace (blanks, new line(s), tabs etc.), comments and/or layouts.
Type I is widely know as Exact clones. Let us consider the following code fragment,
if (a
c
d
else
c

>= b) {
= d + b; // Comment1
= d + 1;}
= d - a; //Comment2

An exact copy clone of this original copy could be as follows:
if (a>=b) {
// Comment1’
c=d+b;
d=d+1;}
else // Comment2’
c=d-a;
We see that these two fragments are textually similar (even line-by-line) after removing
the whitespace and comments. However, even after removing the comments and whitespace,
the following code fragment is not similar to the previous two on a line-by-line basis as the
positions of the “{” and ”}” are changed in the code. Nevertheless, this fragment is also
Type I exact copy clone of the other two.
if (a>=b)
{ // Comment1’’
c=d+b;
d=d+1;
}
else // Comment2’’
c=d-a;
A typical line-by-line technique may fail to detect such clones that vary in layout.
7.2.2

Type II Clones

A Type II clone is a code fragment that is the same as the original except for some possible
variations about the corresponding names of user-defined identifiers (name of variables,
constants, class, methods and so on), types, layout and comments. The reserved words and
the sentence structures are essentially the same as the original one. Let us consider the
following code fragment.
if (a >= b) {
c = d + b; // Comment1
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d = d + 1;}
else
c = d - a; //Comment2
A Type II clone for this fragment can be as follows:
if (m
{
y
x
}
else
y

>= n)
// Comment1’
= x + n;
= x + 5; //Comment3

= x - m; //Comment2’

We see that the two code segments change a lot in their shape, variable names and value
assignments. However, the syntactic structure is still similar in both segments.
7.2.3

Type III Clones

In Type III clones, the copied fragment is further modified with statement(s) changed, added
and/or deleted. Consider the original code segment,
if (a
c
d
else
c

>= b) {
= d + b; // Comment1
= d + 1;}
= d - a; //Comment2

If we now extend this code segment by adding a statement e = 1 then we can get,
if (a
c
e
d
else
c

>= b) {
= d + b; // Comment1
= 1; // This statement is added
= d + 1; }
= d - a; //Comment2

This copied fragments with one statement inserted is called Type III code clone of the
original with a gap of one statement inserted.
Another example of Type III is shown in Figure 3 whereas the difference between the
two code segments are presented in Table 1.
From the two fragments and from the corresponding difference in the table, all the
original statements are used directly or after being changed in their identifiers or literals
with one insertion (synchronized) in the first line, making this code fragment as Type III
code clone. Without this inserted statement, this copied fragment could be a Type II code
clone.
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Fragment 1:
public int getSoLinger() throws SocketException{
Object o = impl.getOption( SocketOptions.SO_LINGER);
if (o instanceof Integer) {
return((Integer) o).intValue();
}
else return -1;
}
Fragment 2:
public synchronized int getSoTimeout()
throws SocketException{
Object o = impl.getOption( SocketOptions.SO_TIMEOUT);
if (o instanceof Integer) {
return((Integer) o).intValue();
}
else return -0;
}
Figure 3: Cloned methods in JDK(from [22])

Table 1: Difference between two code fragments of Figure 3 (from [22])

7.2.4

Fragment1

Fragment2

Status

<public>
²
<int>
<getSoLinger>
<() throws...SocketOptions .>
<SO LINGER>
<) ; ...else return>
<-1 >
<;}>

<public>
<synchronized>
<int>
<getSoTimeout>
<() throws...SocketOptions .>
<SO TIMEOUT>
<) ; ...else return >
<-0>
< ;} >

Exact Copy
Insertion
Exact Copy
Replacement
Exact Copy
Replacement
Exact Copy
Replacement
Exact Copy

Type IV Clones

Type IV clones are the results of semantic similarity between two or more code fragments. In
this type of clones, the cloned fragment is not necessarily copied from the original. Two code
fragments may be developed by two different programmers to implement the same kind of
logic making the code fragments similar in their functionality. Functional similarity reflects
the degree to which the components act alike, i.e., captures similar functional properties and
similarity assessment methods rely on matching of pre/post-conditions. Let us consider the
following code fragment 1, where the final value of ’j’ is the factorial value of the variable
VALUE.
Fragment 1:
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int i, j=1;
for (i=1; i<=VALUE; i++)
j=j*i;
Now consider the following code fragment 2, which is actually a recursive function that
calculates the factorial of its argument n.
Fragment 2:
int factorial(int n) {
if (n == 0) return 1 ;
else
return n * factorial(n-1) ;
}
From the semantics point of view both the code fragments are similar in their functionality and termed as Type IV semantic clones although one is a simple code fragment and
another is a recursive function with no lexical/syntactic/structural similarities between the
statements of the two fragments.

7.3

Code Clone Terms

Although generally there are only four types of clones (c.f., Section 7.2), people use different
terms when referring to the clone relation for their experiments. Almost all of them use the
same term “Exact Clones” to refer to the identical code fragments. Similarly many of them
use the term “Near-Miss Clones” to refer to identical code fragments with statement(s)
added, deleted and/or modified. In this section, we list the different clone terms from the
literature and map them to the four commonly used types of Section 7.2.
7.3.1

Exact Clones

Two or more code fragments are called exact clones if they are identical to each other with
some differences in comments and whitespace or layout. Editing activities like changing the
comments, restructuring in layout i.e., changing the positions of begin − end brackets (e.g.,
“{” and “}”) or other language elements through adding/removing tabs, blanks, new lines
may have been applied in the copied fragment. Line-based methods may not detect some
exact clones those are edited through adding/removing new lines in changing the position
of language elements.
Exact clones are essentially Type I clones and details can be found in Section 7.2.1 above.
7.3.2

Renamed Clones

People use the term renamed clones when identifier names, literals values, comments or
whitespace changes in the copied fragments. Thus, a renamed clone is essentially a Type II
clone. A parameterized clone is a renamed clone but not vice versa. Consistent renaming is
a must in the parameterized clones which is not necessarily required in the case of renamed
clones. Consider the following code segment.
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If (a > b)
{ b++ ;
a =1;}
With consistent renaming, e.g., if a is replaced with i and b is replaced with j, we can
get a parameterized clone like the following segment.
If (i > j)
{ j++ ;
i =1;}
This is of course, a renamed clone too. However, renamed clones are more general in the
sense that there is no need of consistent renaming of identifiers. Therefore, the following
code fragment is a renamed clone of the original.
If (i > j)
{ i++ ;
j =1;}
7.3.3

Parameterized Clones

A parameterized clone or p-match clone is a renamed clone with systematic renaming. The
clone detector looks for consistent name matching rather than normalizing all identifiers
and/or literals to a especial symbol. Parameterized clones are thus a subset of Type II
clones. Consider the code segment,
if (a > b)
{ b++ ;
a =1;}
A parameterized clone of the segment above can be as follows where identifier a is
renamed to i and b is renamed to j consistently.
If (i > j)
{ j++ ;
i =1;}
On the other hand, the following fragment is not a parameterized clone of the above as
consistent renaming is not followed here.
If (i > j)
{ i++ ;
j =1;}
However, it is a renamed clone of the original (first one). Any technique with a little
normalization on the identifiers can find this code segment as clone.
Let us consider another example, An example of a p-match is given in Figure 4, which
contains two code fragments taken from the X Window System source code. The fragments
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Fragment 1:
copy_number(&pmin, &pmax,
pfi->min_bounds.lbearing,
pfi->max_bounds.lbeaing);
*pmin++ = *pmax++ = ’,’ ;
copy_number(&pmin, &pmax,
pfi->min_bounds.rbearing,
pfi->max_bounds.rbearing) ;
*pmin++ = *pmax++ = ’,’;

Fragment 2:
copy_number(&pmin, &pmax,
pfh->min_bounds.left,
pfh->max_bounds.left);
*pmin++ = *pmax++ = ’,’ ;
copy_number(&pmin, &pmax,
pfh->min_bounds.right,
pfi->max_bounds.right) ;
*pmin++ = *pmax++ = ’,’;
Figure 4: P-match Clones (from [18])

are identical except for the differing indentation (which is ignored by dup [18]) and the
correspondence between the variable names pfi/pfh and the pairs of structure member
names lbearing/left and rbearing/right . These fragments are excerpted from two 34-line
sections of code that are a p-match with these parameter correspondences.
7.3.4

Near-Miss Clones

Near-miss clones are those clones where the copied fragments are very similar to the original.
Editing activities such as changing in comments, layouts, changing the position of the source
code elements through blanks and new lines, changing the identifiers, literals, macros may
have been applied in such clones which actually implies that all parameterized and renamed
clones are near-miss clones. A copied fragment which is not exact copy of the original due
to slight changes but the syntactical structure is still the same as the original. Basically, all
clones of Type II (c.f. Section 7.2.2) are near-miss clones. However, many of the authors
also assume that a slight modification within a statement(s) or even addition and deletion
of statement(s) in the copied fragment may not make the copied fragment different from
the original and hence can be treated as near-miss clones. In this sense, Type III clones
may also be termed as near-miss clones (c.f. Section 7.2.3).
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7.3.5

Gapped Clones

A gap clone code is partly similar to the original segment. In this type of clones, there is
some different code portion between the segments. This different code portion is known as
a gap[210]. Let us consider the code segment,
If (a > b) { b++ ; a =1;}
If this fragment is copied and then pasted for further reuse, there might be three different
types of gap between the code fragments with the original one.
• No renaming/renaming and code insertion: Identifiers can be renamed, values can
be changed and some new statements can be inserted into the copied fragment but
syntactic structure is same for the existing statements. For example,
If (i > j)
{ i = i/2; //inserted
// Comment
i++; //variables altered
j =0; // variables altered and values changed
}
• No renaming/renaming and Code Deletion: Identifiers can be renamed, values can be
changed and some statements can be deleted from the copied fragment but syntactic
structure is same for the existing statements. For example,
If (i > j)
{
// one statement is deleted from here
j =0; // variables altered and values changed
}
• No renaming/renaming and Code Modification: Identifiers can be renamed, values
can be changed and some statements can be modified in the copied fragment. As
statement(s) is modified there might be different syntactic structure between the two
code segments. For example,
If (i > j)
{
// Comment
i = i+ 1 // this statement is modified from the original one
j =0; // variables altered and values changed
}
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7.3.6

Structural Clones

Software components can be compared with various degrees of accuracy. Structural similarity reflects the degree to which the software specifications look alike, i.e., have similar
design structures. Structural clones are simple clones within a syntactic boundary following
syntactic structure of a particular language. These boundaries can be function boundary, statement boundary, class boundary etc. depending on the programming language of
interest. As an example some synopsis of structural clones for java language are as follows:
• Declaration: class { . . . } , interface {. . . }
• Method: method, constructor, static initializer
• Statement: if statement, for statement, while statement, do statement, switch statement, try statement synchronized statement.
• Block range surrounded with ‘{‘ and ‘}‘
In the same way, we can define the synopsis of structural clones for other languages of
interest. CCShaper [107] is a tool that can extract structural clones from the output of
CCFinder for java programs. Structural clones are very good candidates for refactoring.
Structural clones can be based with any level of similarity, i.e., a structural cone can be
an exact clone, parameterized clone, renamed clones, gapped clones and so on. Structural
clones focus on finding similar design structures after identifying the basic similarities like
textual, lexical, syntactical and/or semantical similarities. While the types of clones are
based on the level of similarity between the code fragments, structural clones are based on
the level of clone granularity where the granularity can be any syntactic boundary (e.g.,
begin − end block) of the language. A structural clone can be any of the four types of clones
(c.f., Section 7.2) based on its similarity level. There is also another kind of structural
clones [26] and are discussed in Section 7.3.11.
7.3.7

Function Clones

Function clones are simply clones that are restricted to refer to entire functions or procedures1 . Function clones are therefore, a subset of structural clones (c.f. Section 7.3.6). As
with structural clones, function clones can be any of the four types of clones (c.f., Section
7.2) based on it similarity level.
7.3.8

Non-contiguous Clones

Non-contiguous clones are are kind of near-duplication where gaps are allowed between the
code fragments and therefore, non-contiguous clones are basically gapped clones. All the
editing activities that allowed for gapped clones are also allowed for non-contiguous clones.
Let us consider the there fragments of code from the Unix utility bison that contain a group
of three clones identified by Komondoor et al. [140]. The clones are indicated by “++”
signs. While the clone in Fragment 3 is contiguous, the corresponding clones in Fragments
1 and 2 are non-contiguous. Like gapped clones, non-contiguous clones are Type III clones.
1
The term “function clone” is already an accepted term so we shall adopt the term even if we mean either
procedures or functions [22].
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Fragment 1:
while (isalpha(c) ||
c== ’_’ || c== ’-’ {
++
if (p == token_buffer + maxtoken)
++
p = grow_token_buffer(p);
if (c == ’-’ c = ’_’ ;
++
*p++ =c;
++
c = getc(finput);
}
Fragment 2:
while (isdigit(c)) {
++
if (p == token_buffer + maxtoken)
++
p = grow_token_butter(p);
numval = numval*20 + c -’0’;
++
*p++ =c;
++
c = getc(finput);
}
Fragment 3:
while (c != ’>’) {
if (c == EOF) fatal();
if (c == ’\n’ {
warn("unterminated type name");
ungetc(c, finput);
break;
}
++
if (p == token_buffer + maxtoken)
++
p = grow_token_buffer(p);
++
*p++ = c;
++
c = getc(finput);
}
Figure 5: Non-contiguous Clones (from [140])
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Fragment 1:
++ fp1 = LA+i*tokensetsize;
++ fp2 =lookaheadset;
++ while (fp2 < fp3 )
++
*fp2++ |= *fp1++;

Fragment 2:
++ fp1 = base ;
++ fp2 = F + j * tokensetsize;
++ while (fp1 < fp3)++
++
++ *fp1++ |=*fp2++;

Figure 6: Reordered Clones in bison(from [140])

7.3.9

Reordered Clones

A reordering of some segments may be possible in the copied fragment that do not alter the
data or control dependencies of the this fragment compare to the original. Let us consider
the two code fragments from bison of Figure 6 identified by Komondoor & Horwitz [140].
Fragment 2 differs from Fragment 1 in two ways: the variables have been renamed (including
renaming fp1 to fp2 and vice versa), and the order of the first and second lines has been
reversed.
Even though some statements are reordered and variables are renamed, the functionalities of Fragment 1 are the same as the Fragment 2. On the basis of semantic similarity,
reordered clones are of Type IV clones. However, considering the lexical similarity, there
are essentially gaps in the copied fragments and reordered clones can be a sort of gapped
clones and therefore, are classified as Type III clones.
7.3.10

Intertwined Clones

Sometimes two similar code segments might be intertwined. Rather than making one segment, developer may feel comfortable having them intertwined. Consider the two code
fragments of Figure 7 (upper portion). Both segments are similar in its context with few
exceptions and hence are considered as clones. These two similar code segments are implemented in one function by intertwining different code lines as in the lower part of this
figure. One clone is indicated by “++” signs while the other clone is indicated by “xx”
signs. The clones take a character pointer (a/b) and advance the pointer past all blank
characters, also setting a temporary variable (tmpa/tmpb) to point to the first non-blank
character. The final component of each clone is an “if” predicate that uses the temporary.
Komondoor and Horwitz [141] applied backward slicing to find such intertwined clones.
From the lexical point of view, such clones are hard to find as they lines are intertwined
with each other, consequently a lexical similarity cannot be found. However, both segments
are similar with respect to their functionalities and hence intertwined clones are considered
as Type IV clones.
7.3.11

Design Level Structural Clones

Basit and Jarzabek [26] classify two types of clones. One is simple clones and another is
structural clones. By simple clones they mean all the clone terms we discussed above i.e.,
all clones that fall in any of the four clone types, from Type I to Type IV. They use these
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Fragment 1:
Fragment 2:
tmpa = UCHAR(*a);
tmpb = UCHAR(*b);
while (blanks[tmpa])
while (blanks[tmpb])
tmpa = UCHAR(*++a);
tmpb = UCHAR(*++b);
if (tmpa == ’-’
...
else if (tmpb == ’-’ ..
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------++ tmpa = UCHAR(*a);
xx tmpb = UCHAR(*b);
++ while (blanks[tmpa])
++
tmpa = UCHAR(*++a);
xx while (blanks[tmpb])
xx
tmpb = UCHAR(*++b);
++ if (tmpa == ’-’
...
xx else if (tmpb == ’-’ ..
Figure 7: Intertwined Clones in Unix utility “sort” (from [140])

simple clones to find design level similarities and called those design similarities structural
clones. For example, two different clone sets that often occur together in program files
are examples of structural clones. They first use CCFinder to find simple clones and then
apply an itemset data mining algorithm to correlate simple clones for finding design level
similarities. As we have already used the term structural clones to refer to other types of
clones in Section 7.3.6 and as the clones introduced by Basit and Jarzabek are related to
the design of the software system, we call these clones as design level structural clones. PRMiner [170] also uses frequent itemset mining to detect implicit, high-level programming
patterns for specification recovery or bug detection.
7.3.12

Ubiquitous clones

The term ubiquitous clones [136] is used to refer to the short clones that are present in the
multiple source files in an application i.e., short clones with high frequency across files of a
system are called ubiquitous clones. These clones are usually short methods that perform a
specific task, such as returning a new rectangle object, drawing two ovals (including setting
their colors) and setting the undo and redo flags for the drawing views.

7.4

Evolving Clones

Some clone terms are used to refer to the clones in the evolution life cycle of a system. In
this section, we provide some clone terms that provide hints whether a clone is survived in
all the versions of a system or disappeared with the evolution of the system [136, 8].
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Fragment 1:

Fragment 2:

return result; }

return x;}

int foo() {
int a;

int bar(){
int y;
Figure 8: Spurious Clones (from [153])

7.4.1

Volatile Clones

There may be clones within a system which disappear with the evolution of the software
system due to maintenance activities (e.g., refactoring). These clones are called volatile
clones. Any clones of Type I to Type IV could be under the classification of volatile clones
[136].
7.4.2

Long-lived Clones

While volatile clones may disappear in maintenance activities (e.g., refactoring), there might
be several clones that are locally unrefactorable and hence remain in all versions of the
systems. These clones are called long-lived clones [136].

7.5

Problematic Clones

There are some clones that are detected by the detection methods but are meaningless or
uninteresting with respect to the maintenance point of view and therefore, must be filtered
out. In this section, we provide some examples of such clones.
7.5.1

Spurious Clones

Sometimes a particular detection method may detect clones that are not really clones in
the maintenance perspective. For example, consider the code fragments in Figure 8 where
the any technique may find these two code fragments as clones. If we consider token-based
approach, we see that both code fragments produce the same token sequence, return id ;
int id ( ) int id; and consequently returns as clones [153].
Clones with the ending lines of one function and beginning lines of another are not useful
to a maintenance programmer even though from a lexical point of view these are in fact
rightful clones. There may be several such clones that do not follow a syntactic structure
and hence become useless from the maintenance point of view and known as spurious clones.
7.5.2

Frequently false positive clones

There are several clones that are not interesting or considered as false positives in the
analysis process. Several of such clones are presented in this section [104].
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• Consecutive simple method declarations: Consecutive simple method declarations are
found as code clones coincidentally just like the case of consecutive accessor declarations.
Fragment 1:
public static boolean isAbstract(int access_flags) {
return(access_flags & ACC_ABSTRACT) != 0; }
Fragment 2:
public static boolean isPublic(int access_flags) {
return (access_flags & ACC_PUBLIC) != 0; }
Fragment 3:
public static boolean isStatic(int access_flags) {
return (access_flags & ACC_STATIC) != 0; }
Fragment 4:
public static boolean isNative(int access_flags) {
return (access_flags & ACC_NATIVE) != 0; }
• Consecutive method invocations are detected as code clones. It is not worthwhile
that users see these code clones in the process of code clone analysis because there is
nothing they can do about them in a maintenance perspective.
Fragment 1:
out.println();
out.println(‘‘--------------------------------------’’);
out.println(‘‘ANT_HOME/lib jar listing‘‘);
out.println(‘‘--------------------------------------’’);
doReportLibraries(out);
Fragment 2:
out.println();
out.println(‘‘--------------------------------------’’);
out.println(‘‘Tasks availability’’);
out.println(‘‘--------------------------------------’’);
doReportTasksAvailability(out);
• Consecutive if-statements and if-else statements are detected as code clones. These
code clones implement verifications of variable states. It is obvious that these code
clones are harmless in the context of software maintenance, and users are needless to
see them in the process of code clone analysis.
Fragment 1:
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if (null != storepass) {
cmd.createArg().setValue(‘‘-storepass‘‘);
cmd.createArg().setValue(storepass);
}
Fragment 2:
if (null != storetype) {
cmd.createArg().setValue(‘‘-storetype‘‘);
cmd.createArg().setValue(storetype);
}
Fragment 3:
if (null != keypass) {
cmd.createArg().setValue(‘‘-keypass‘‘);
cmd.createArg().setValue(keypass);
}
• Consecutive case entries are found as code clones coincidentally just like the case
of consecutive accessor declarations. Usually, the programmer implements simple
instructions in case entries. There are several methods that replace all user-defined
names into the same special token. Thus consecutive case entries tend to be detected
as code clones, but they are harmless in the context of software maintenance.
Fragment 1:
case Project.MSG_ERR:
msg.insert(0, errColor);
msg.append(END_COLOR);
break;
Fragment 2:
case Project.MSG_WARN:
msg.insert(0, warnColor);
msg.append(END_COLOR);
break;
Fragment 3:
case Project.MSG_INFO:
msg.insert(0, infoColor);
msg.append(END_COLOR);
break;
• Consecutive variable declarations are found as code clones coincidentally just like the
case of consecutive accessor declarations and they should not be detected as code
clones.
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private
private
private
private
private
private
private

MenuBar iAntMakeMenuBar = null;
Menu iFileMenu = null;
MenuItem iSaveMenuItem = null;
MenuItem iMenuSeparator = null;
MenuItem iShowLogMenuItem = null;
Menu iHelpMenu = null;
MenuItem iAboutMenuItem = null;

• Consecutive assign statements are found as code clones coincidentally just like the
case of consecutive accessor declarations and they should not be detected as code
clones.
src = attributes.getSrcdir();
destDir = attributes.getDestdir();
encoding = attributes.getEncoding();
debug = attributes.getDebug();
optimize = attributes.getOptimize();
deprecation = attributes.getDeprecation();
depend = attributes.getDepend();
verbose = attributes.getVerbose();
• Consecutive catch statements are detected as duplicated fragments. Their existence
is due to the specification of Java language, and they should not be detected as code
clones.
catch (final ClassNotFoundException cnfe) {
throw new BuildException(cnfe);
}
catch (final InstantiationException ie) {
throw new BuildException(ie);
}
catch (final IllegalAccessExceptioniae) {
throw new BuildException(iae);
}
• Consecutive while-statements are detected as code clones. In this case, the logics of
each while-statement are very simple, and it is no problem to filter out them. But if
their logics are complex, they should not be filtered out.
e = ccList.elements();
while (e.hasMoreElements()) {
mailMessage.cc(e.nextElement().toString());
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}
e =bccList.elements();
while (e.hasMoreElements()) {
mailMessage.bcc(e.nextElement().toString());
}

7.6

Clone Types Summary

From Section 7.3 above, we can see that there are several types of clones used in the
literature. In Table 2, we provide a summary of most frequently used clone terms in a
tabular form where the 1st column shows the clone terms, 2nd column indicates what kind
of editing activities normally taken place for such a clone term, the 3rd column shows the
citations that introduced and/or used that particular term, the columns 4-6 represent the
general types (c.f., Section 7.2) to which this clone term belongs to, and the last column
shows the clone granularity of that corresponding term. Clone granularity can be fixed
(e.g., method level, class level etc) before the comparison or can be free (fragment without
any boundary) and made with atomic units (e.g., lines) after the comparison.

8

Towards a Taxonomy of Clones

Clone taxonomies can be useful for optimization of detection and reengineering techniques.
By knowing the frequencies with which different categories of clones occur in source code,
we can concentrate our efforts on the most prominent types or on the types which seem most
relevant to the reengineering task at hand. In the following, we categorize the different clone
taxonomies from the literature based on three attributes, similarities between the clones,
location of the clones in the source code and refactoring opportunities with the detected
clones.

8.1

Taxonomies Based on Similarity

Starting from the ideal of perfect clones comprised of two exact copies, these taxonomies
measure which syntactic elements have been changed by the programmer after copying.
For example, high-similarity clones include methods that are the same except for the name,
or methods that are the same but for the types of parameters. This kind of information
usually very directly suggests a refactoring. Examples are:
8.1.1

Mayrand et al. Taxonomy

Mayrand et al. [178] define an ordinal scale of eight clone levels for functions, going from
exact copy, as the most obvious form of duplication, to clones which have differing control
flow. Each level is defined as a set of metrics which must have the same value for all the
clones in a given category. This simple categorization can only inform about basic refactoring directions, however. They provide three kinds of similarity between two functions
based on four points of comparisons. They also define an ordinal scale of cloning. In the
following, we provide a short description of their taxonomy:
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Table 2: Summary of commonly used clone terms in the literature
Clone
Term

Major Editing Activities

Exact
Clones
Parameterized
Clones
Renamed
Clones
Near-miss
clones

Gapped
Clones
Structural
Clones
Design Level
Structural
Clones
Function
Clones
Noncontiguous
Clones
Chained
Clones
Reordered
Clones
Intertwined
Clones

Introduced/
erenced By

Ref-

Possible Types

Granularity

Variations in comments and whitespace
Systematic renaming
of identifiers
Renaming of identifiers
Renaming of identifiers and/or statement(s)
modifications,
insertions
and/or deletions)
Statement modifications, insertions and
deletions
Any of the above

almost all research

Typ
I
X

Typ
II
-

Typ
III
-

Typ
IV
-

Fixed Free
X

X

[14, 13, 18, 16, 12]

-

X

-

-

X

X

[105, 122, 72]

-

X

-

-

X

X

[56, 31, 72, 220]

-

X

X

-

X

X

[210, 105]

-

-

X

-

X

X

[56, 146]

X

X

X

X

X

-

Any of the above

[29, 26]

X

X

X

X

X

-

Any of the above

[146, 178, 46, 158]

X

X

X

X

X

-

Any of the above

[140, 141]

-

-

X

-

X

X

Any of the above

[220, 223]

-

-

X

-

X

X

Reordering of statements and/or renaming of identifiers
Statements of both
segments are intertwined and/or renaming of identifiers

[141, 140]

-

-

X

X

X

X

[143, 141]

-

-

-

X

X

X

• Similarity between functions: Three levels of similarity are used in defining the similarity level between two functions. These are,
– Equal Functions: Two functions are considered equal for a point of comparison
if all of its associated metric values are same for both functions.
– Similar Functions: Two functions are considered similar for a point of comparison
if the absolute differences of the associated metrics of the functions are less than
or equal to the delta thresholds defined for each of the metrics.
– Distinct Functions: Two Functions are distinct for a point of comparison if there
is at least one metric where the absolute difference of the functions is greater
than the delta value defined for that particular metric.
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• Points of Comparisons: Four points of comparisons, namely, name of the function,
layout of the source code, expressions in the functions and control flow of the functions
are used. Each of them is discussed below:
– Name: Two functions with the same name are considered as clones.
– Layout: If the layouts i.e., the visual organizations of the source code in terms of
comments, indentation, blank lines and variable names of the two functions are
similar then they are likely clones for this point of comparison. Several metrics
such as the volume of declaration of comments, volume of control comments,
number of logical comments, number of non-blank lines and average variable
name length are used with some predefined delta thresholds for each of the
metrics.
– Expressions: The number of expressions in a function, their nature and their
complexity are considered in defining the metrics for this point of comparison.
Normally, total calls to other functions, unique calls to other functions, average
complexity of decisions, number of declaration statements and number of executable statements are considered as the metrics for this point of comparison
with some predefined delta thresholds.
– Control Flow: The control flow characteristics of the functions, for example, the
number of nodes, number of arcs, information related to decisions and information related to loops in a function are considered for this point of comparison.
• Ordinal Scale of Cloning: For identifying the clones, eight different strategies are
used for defining an ordinal scale of cloning. The ordinal scale is: 1. ExactCopy,
2. DistinctName, 3. SimilarLayout, 4. DistinctLayout, 5. SimilarExpression, 6.
DistinctExpression, 7. SimilarControlFlow and 8. DistinctControlFlow where bad
programming style begins at scale 1 and then gradually ends at good programming
style at scale 8.
8.1.2

Balazinska et al. Taxonomy

Balazinska et al. [22] propose a classification scheme for clone methods with 18 different
categories. The categories detail what kind of syntax elements have been changed and also
how much of the method has been duplicated.
• At the first instances, two categories, based on overall similarity:
– Identical: strictly identical clones (i.e., exact clones of Type I).
– Superficial changes: differences that do not affect the semantic meaning of the
copied method with the original (e.g., names of local variables, names of parameters and name of the method).
• Then at the second level, three categories based on token differences and method
attributes:
– Differences affecting only one lexical token at a time,
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– Differences affecting sequences of tokens, and
– Differences affecting the list of thrown exceptions and the attributes of methods
(public, static, synchronized, list of thrown exceptions, etc.)
• Then at the 3rd level, based on the meaning of the single token differences (type of
variable, name of a parameter, etc.) in method body:
– Called methods: changes in some method calls.
– Global variables: changes to non-local variables or constants.
– Return types: changes to return type.
– Parameter types: changes to parameter types.
– Local variables: changes to the types of the local variables.
– Constants: changes to constants hard-coded in the methods.
– Type usage: changes to types explicitly manipulated in expressions such as “instanceof” or “typecast”.
– Interface changes: changes to called methods and/or global variables and/or
parameters types and/or return type.
– Implementation changes: changes to types of local variables and/or constants
used and/or types explicitly manipulated.
– Interface and implementation changes: changes to any of the previous categories.
• Then at the 4th level, based on token-sequence difference in function body:
– One long difference: changes in one unit(an expression, a statement or other)
– Two long differences: changes in two units.
– Several long differences: changes in three or more units.
8.1.3

Bellon and Koschke Taxonomy

Bellon and Koschke [36, 35, 153] define three different clone types for the sake of a comparison between different detection tools: exact clones, parameterized clones, and clones that
have had more extensive edits. This categorization is aimed at testing the detection and
categorization capabilities of different tools.
The first three types of clones discussed in Section 7.2 are actually based on Bellon
taxonomy of clones and therefore, the reader is referred to subsection 7.2.
8.1.4

Davey et al. Taxonomy

Davey et al. [60] provide a clone topology based on the level of similarity between the code
fragments similar to Bellon and Koschke with one additional type as follows:
• Type I: An exactly identical source code, i.e., no changes at all.
• Type II: An exactly identical code clone, but with indentation, comments, or identifier
(name) changes.
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• Type III: A functionally identical clone, but with small changes made to the code to
tailor it to some new function.
• Type IV: A functionally identical clone, developed possibly with the originator unaware that there is a function already available that accomplishes essentially the same
function.
The above four types of clones are very similar to the types we provide in Section 7.2 with
some minor exceptions. While Davey et al. provide this taxonomy, they work only with
the first three types leaving the detection of Type IV as future work.
8.1.5

Kontogiannis Taxonomy

Kontogiannis [148] defines four basic types of clones, still based on the operational idea of
duplication:
• i) exact clones where an identity function on each nonblank character maps fragment
f1 to fragment f2 ,
• ii) clones that are exact except for systematically substituted variable names and data
types,
• iii) clones where expression and statements have been modified, and
• iv) clones where statements and expressions have been either deleted or inserted.
These types are quite similar (but not the same as) to the types we have defined earlier
in Section 7.2.

8.2

Taxonomies Based on Location and Similarity of Clones

These taxonomies focus on the location differences or the physical distance between clone
instance locations. Refactoring opportunities or hindrances are derived from the fact that
the source fragments are found in the same function, same file, or in files from different
directories. In object-oriented systems, clone instances are located at specific places in the
class hierarchy. To derive this kind of categorization for a clone pair, only rudimentary
parsing technology suffices. Examples are:
8.2.1

Kapser and Godfrey Taxonomy

Kapser and Godfrey [126] provide a hierarchical classification of clones using attributes such
as locations and functionality. Their taxonomy mainly consists of three partitions. First,
clones are divided based on their physical location in the source. Clones at this level are
classified whether they are within the same region in the file, within the same file, in different files but within the same directory, in different files of different directories. Second,
clones are partitioned by the type of region they are found in. There can be clones between functions (Function to Function Clones), between two programming structures (e.g.,
unions, enumerators and structs), between macros or even between two different regions and
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between external variable definition, prototypes and type defines. Third, the Function to
Function clones are further subdivided based on their degree of similarity (degree of overlap
or containment). Function to Function clones are subdivided as functions that are nearly
the same, Function Clones; functions that are very similar, Partial Function Clones; functions where a large portion of one is cloned into another, Cloned Function Bodies; and small
segments of code are shared between two functions, Clone Blocks. Clone Blocks are further
subdivided based on their location and roles within a function. Clones can be occurred at
the beginning or end of functions. There can be clones in the functions between the loops,
between switch statements, between if-statements, between several conditional or partially
match conditions. In Figure 9, we see the detail taxonomy of Kapser and Godfrey. They
also provide why these kind of clones are introduced into the system and common problems
caused by them, as well as reengineering scenarios to remove the clones from the system
[125, 124, 127].
8.2.2

Moden et al. Taxonomy

Monden et al. [185] define a module-based classification of code clones for clarifying the
relation between software quality and code clones considering the module (file) as a basic
unit of software. Clones are classified into the following two types:
1. In-module clone: a code fragment is called “in-module clone” if all the equivalent
fragments are located in the same module.
2. Inter-module clone: a code fragment is called “inter-module clone” if one of the equivalent fragments located in the different module.
Based on this classification, they also provide a classifications of modules as follows:
1. Non-clone module: a module containing no clones.
2. Clone-included module: A module containing at least one code clone. It is further
classified as follows:
• Closed module: a module containing in-module clones only.
• Related module: a module containing inter-module clones only.
• Composite module: a module containing both in-module and inter-module clones.
Monde et al. claim that the two types of clones and the classification of modules based
on these two types may have a great influence on software quality, especially on software
reliability and maintainability. Inter-module clones may increase the functional coupling
between modules, whereas in-module clones do not affect the strength of coupling. Their
study shows that modules having clones (clone-included modules) are more reliable than
modules having no code clone (non-clone module) in average. On the other hand, cloneincluded modules are less maintainable than non-clone modules, and modules with larger
clone(s) are less maintainable than modules with smaller code clone(s).
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Figure 9: Clone Taxonomy of Kapser and Godfrey (restructured from [126]).
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8.3

Taxonomies Based on Refactoring Opportunities

From the refactoring perspective it is useful to know how easy the duplicated code can be
extracted from its context (to be put in an unifying function, for example). Taxonomies
for these kind of differences are based on the uses of variables and methods defined outside
of the copied source fragment. The more such dependencies exist, the harder it will be to
perform the refactoring. Sophisticated parsing is required to make this kind of analysis.
Examples are:
8.3.1

Balazinska et al. Taxonomy

Balazinska et al. [22] propose context analysis to complete the difference analysis of clones
for computer-assisted refactoring.
• Each class is associated with a different risk of clone removal.
• Each class has a different removal strategy (e.g., use of Strategy and Template Method
design patterns) [20, 21].
8.3.2

Fanta and Rajlich’s Taxonomy

Fanta and Rajlich [78] propose an approach to eliminate clones by reengineering scenarios
that are based on automated restructuring tools. As per their study, there are two types of
clones in an object-orient system which are subjected to removal. These are as follows:
• Function Clones: Functions clones are further subdivided as follows:
– Semantically equivalent function clones: Similarity between the functions is
based on the semantic similarity of the functions. Two functions with identical functionality may be considered as clones even if they differ in names, have
different order and names of arguments, and different names of local variables.
This is like the Type IV clones that we provide in Section 7.2.
– Function clones sharing common code: Similarity between the functions is based
on the textual similarity of the source code of the functions. This is exactly the
same category we provide in Section 7.3.7.
• Class Clones: Two classes can be considered as class clones if they have identical or
near identical code. Class clones are further classified in two types:
– Class clones representing almost identical concepts: The classes share implementation of function and data members between them.
– Class clones representing separate concepts: The classes share some common
code but considering the concept of the classes different from the other one.
In order to remove these clones from the object-oriented system, Fanta and Rajlich
provide several scenarios for each of them above.
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8.3.3

Golomingi’s Taxonomy

Golomingi [145] investigates object-oriented systems (in SMALLTALK) and provides a classification of the clone relationship scenarios based on the class hierarchy relationships of the
methods that contained duplicated code fragments. The list of defined scenarios is presented
below:
• In the Same Method: Clones are within the same method of a class.
• In the Same Class: Clones are within the same class.
• With a Sibling Class: Clones are in the subclasses of a superclass.
• With the Superclass: Cloning relation between a class and its direct superclass.
• With an Ancestor: Cloning relation between a class and its ancestor class.
• With a First Cousin: Cloning relation between two classes of same hierarchical level
with their superclasses being sibling classes with each other.
• In Common Hierarchy: Clones are within the same hierarchy.
• In Unrelated Classes: Cloning relation between two classes with different ancestors.
For each of the above scenarios of cloning relationships, a number of refactorings are
proposed. For example, the refactorings “Extract Method” or “Parameterization” can be
applied to the clones within the same class. Giesecke proposes similar refactoring scenarios
focusing on JAVA [88].

9

Clone Detection Process

A clone detector must try to find pieces of code of high similarity in a system’s source text.
The main problem is that it is not known beforehand which code fragments can be found
multiple times. The detector thus essentially has to compare every possible fragment with
every other possible fragment. Such comparison is very expensive from a computational
point of view and thus, several measures are taken to reduce the domain of comparison before
performing the actual comparison. Moreover, after finding the potential cloned fragments,
further analysis and/or tool support is required to detect actual clones. In this section, we
attempt the to provide an overall summary of the clone detection process. Figure 10 shows
the phases that a clone detector may follow in its detection process. In the following, we
provide a short description for each of the phases:
1. Preprocessing At the beginning of any clone detection approach, the targeted source
code is partitioned and the domain of the comparison is determined. There are mainly
three objectives of this phase:
Remove uninteresting parts: All the source code uninteresting to the comparison
phase is filtered in this phase. For example, partitioning is applied to embedded
code (e.g., SQL embedded in Java code, or Assembler in C code) for separating
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Preprocessing
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and comparison units’ granularities.
Preprocessed code

Transformation
One or more transformation techniques are applied
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representation of the code suitable for comparison.
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Mappings from transformed
code into the original code.
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calculated for those units are compared to find
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Filtered clone groups…..

Figure 10: Clone Detection Process
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different languages (especially, if the method is not language independent). Similarly, generated code (e.g., LEX- and YACC-generated code) or parts of source
code that are likely to produce a lot of false positives (e.g., table initialization)
can be removed from the source code before proceeding to the next phase.
Determine Source Units: After removing the uninteresting code, the remaining
source code is partitioned into a set of disjoint fragments called source units.
These units are the largest source fragments that are involved in direct clone
relations to each other. Such units do not maintain any order in the source
code and therefore, matching units cannot be aggregated beyond the border of
such source units . There can be different levels of granularity for a source unit.
For example, files, classes, functions/methods, begin-end blocks, statements or
sequences of source lines.
Determine comparison unit/granularity: Source units may need to be further
partitioned into smaller units depending on the comparison function of a method.
For example, source units can be subdivided into lines or even tokens for comparison. Comparison units can also be derived from the syntactic structure of the
source unit. For example, an if-statement can be further partitioned into conditional expression, then and else blocks. Comparison units are ordered within
their corresponding source units. This ordering is important to the comparison
function. However, source units may themselves be used as comparison units.
For example, in a metric-based method, metrics values can be computed from
source units of any granularity and therefore, subdivision of source units is not
required in such approaches.
2. Transformation The comparison units of the source code are transformed to another
intermediate internal representation for ease of comparison or for extracting comparable properties. This transformation can vary from very simple e.g., just removing the
whitespace and comments [14] to very complex e.g., generating PDG representation
[140, 156] and/or extensive source code transformations [122]. Metrics-based methods
usually compute an attribute vector for each comparison unit from such intermediate
representations. In the following we list some of the transformation approaches. One
or more of the following transformations can be involved in a particular comparison
algorithm.
Pretty printing of source code: Pretty printing is a simple way of reorganizing
the source code to a standard form. By applying pretty printing, source code of
different layouts can be transformed to a common standard form. Pretty printing
is normally used by the text-based clone detection approaches to avoid the false
positives that occur due to the different layouts of the similar code segments.
Cordy et al. [56] use an extractor to generate separate pretty-printed text file for
each of the potential clones obtained using an island grammar [70, 186].
Removal of comments: Most of the approaches (except Marcus & Maletic [177]
and Mayrand et al. [178]) ignore/remove comments from the source code before
performing the actual comparison. Marcus & Maletic search for similarities of
concepts extracted from comments and source code elements. Mayrand et al.,
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on the other hand, use metrics to measure the amount of comments and use that
metric as a measuring metrics to find clones.
Removal of whitespace: Almost all the approaches (except line-based approaches)
disregard whitespace. Line-based approaches remove all whitespace except line
breaks. Davey et al. [60] use the indentation pattern of pretty printed source
text as one of the features for their attribute vector. Mayrand et al. [178] use
layout metrics like number of non-blank lines.
Tokenization: In case of token-based approaches, each line of the source is divided
into tokens corresponding to a lexical rule of the programming language of interest. Tokens of all lines and/or files are then used to form token sequence(s).
All the whitespace (including line breaks and tabs) and comments between tokens are removed from the token sequence. CCFinder [122] and Dup [14] are the
leading tools that use tokenization on the source code.
Parsing: In case of parse tree-based approaches, the entire source code base is parsed
to build parse tree or (annotated) abstract syntax tree (AST). In such representation, the source unit and comparison units are represented as subtrees of the
parse tree or AST. Comparison algorithm then uses these subtrees to find clones
[31, 213, 222]. Metrics-based approaches may also use such representation of
code to calculate of the subtrees and find clones based on the metrics values
[146, 178].
Generating PDG: Semantics-aware approaches generate program dependence graphs
(PDGs) from the source code. Source units or comparison units are the subgraphs
of these PDGs. Detection algorithm then looks for isomorphic subgraphs to find
clones [140, 156]. Some metrics-based approaches also use these subgraphs to
form data and control flow metrics. These metrics can then be used for finding
clones [146, 178].
Normalizing identifiers: Most of the approaches apply identifier normalizations
before going to the comparison phase. All identifiers of the source are replaced
by a single token in such normalizations. However, Baker [14] applies systematic
normalizations of the identifiers to find parameterized clones.
Transformation of program elements: In addition to identifier normalizations,
several other transformation rules may be applied to the source code elements.
In this way, different variants of the same syntactic element may treat as similar
to find clones [122, 187].
Calculate metrics values: Metrics-based approaches calculate several metrics from
the raw and/or transformed (AST, PDG, etc.) source code and use these metrics
values for finding clones [178, 146].
The above transformations just provide an overview of the current transformation
techniques used for clone detection. Several other types of transformations with different levels can be applied on the source code before going to the match detection
phase.
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3. Match Detection The transformed code is next input to a suitable comparison algorithm where transformed comparison units are compared to each other to find a
match. Using the order of the comparison units, adjacent similar units are summed
up to form larger units. For fixed granularity clones, all the comparison units that
belong to a source unit are aggregated. For free granularity clones, on the other hand,
aggregation is continued as long as the aggregated sum is above a given threshold for
the number of aggregated comparison units. This makes sure that the aggregation is
continued until the largest possible group of comparison units is found.
The output is a list of matches with respect to the transformed code. These matches
are either already in the clone pair candidates or have to aggregate to form clone pair
candidates. Each clone pair is normally represented with the location information
of the matched fragments in the transformed code. For example, for a token-based
approach, a clone pair is represented as a quadruplet (LeftBegin, LeftEnd, RightBegin, RightEnd), where LeftBegin and LeftEnd are the beginning and ending positions
(indices in the token sequence) of leading clone, and RightBegin and RightEnd refer
to the other cloned fragment that forms clone pair with the first one. Some popular
matching algorithms are the suffix-tree [150, 179] algorithm [14, 122], dynamic pattern matching (DPM) [74, 146] and hash-value comparison [31, 178]. Several other
algorithms are used in the literature.
4. Formatting In this phase, the clone pair list obtained with respect to the transformed
code is converted to a clone pair list with respect to the original code base. Normally, each location of the clone pair obtained from the previous phase is converted
into line numbers on the original source files. The general format of representing a
clone pair can be a nested-tuple, {(FileNameLeft, StartLineLeft, EndLineLeft), (FileNameRight, StartLineRight, EndLineRight)} where FileNameLeft represents the location and name of the file containing the leading fragment with StartLineLeft and and
EndLineLeft showing the boundary of the cloned fragment in that file with respect to
the line numbers. In a similar way FileNameRight, StartLineRight and EndlineRight
represent the other cloned fragment that forms clone pair with the first.
5. Post-processing In this phase, false positive clones are filtered out with manual analysis and/or a visualization tool.
5A. Manual Analysis After extracting the original source code, raw code of the
clones of the clone pairs are subject to the manual analysis. In this phase, false
positive clones are filtered out.
5B. Visualization The obtained clone pair list can be used to visualize the clones
with a visualization tool. A visualization tool can speed up the process of manual
analysis for removing false positives or other associated analysis.
6. Aggregation In order to reduce the amount of data or to perform certain analysis, the
clone pairs are aggregated to clusters, classes, cliques of clones, or clone groups etc.
The clone detection phases described above are very general and one or more of these
may be overlooked in a given detection process.
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10

Detection Techniques and Tools

Various clone detection techniques are presented in the literature. While a few of them are
commercial, most of them are for research purposes aiming at assisting the development
and maintenance processes. Most of the tools also detect different types of clones primarily
based on the detection techniques and comparison level of granularity.
In the following subsections, we provide the different clone detection techniques in the
form of a taxonomy.

10.1

Taxonomy of Detection Techniques

Each of the clone detection techniques consists of several properties (that we also call
dimensions) by which that particular technique can be clarified, for example, how it does,
what it does etc. In the following, we provide several such properties.
• Source Transformation/Normalization: Rather than working directly on the raw source
code, each of the approaches applies some kind of transformation or normalization or
filtering before applying the actual comparison. Some approaches just removes whitespace or comments while other use comprehensive transformation to get an alternative
form of code representation suitable for the underlying comparison algorithm and
for detecting target clone types for the reengineering purpose. With this property we
mean the type of source transformation/normalization is used for a particular method.
• Source Representation: As mentioned above a suitable code representation is obtained
by applying different types of transformations/normalizations or filtering to meet the
requirements of the target comparison algorithm. With this property we mean the
code representation that is used in the comparison phase.
• Comparison Granularity: Different algorithms work on different code representations
on different levels of granularity. Some algorithm works on the granularity of one
source code line while others work on AST/PDG nodes. With this property we mean
the types of clone granularities used for a particular technique in the comparison
phase.
• Comparison Algorithm: Choice of the algorithm is also a major concern in detecting
clones of different types. As can be seen from the literature, algorithms from different areas are considered in clone detection. For example, some approaches use the
sequence matching algorithm which is commonly applied in the biological science for
DNA-sequence matching while others apply several data mining/information retrieval
algorithms. With this property we mean what kind of comparison algorithm is used
for a particular method.
• Computational Complexity: The overall computational complexity of a clone detection technique is a major concern as the technique should be scaled up to detect
clones in a large software of millions of lines of code. The complexity of an approach
depends on the type of transformations and the comparison algorithm used. With
this property we mean the overall computational complexity requires for a particular
method.
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• Clone Similarity: What kind of clones can be detected by the method of interest.
Some detection techniques can find exact match clones while others can detect exact
match, parameterized match or near-miss clones. With this property we mean the
kind of clone similarity produced by a particular technique.
• Clone Granularity: The granularity of clones can be fixed or free. If there is a predefined syntactic boundary (e.g., function, begin-end brackets etc.) on the returned
clones then such clones are called fixed granularity clones. On the other hand, if
there is no such syntactic boundary, i.e., clones are similar code fragments without
considering any limit or boundary on their structure or size then they are called free
granularity clones.
• Language Independency: Language independency is a major concern for a clone detection tool as now a days a software system can be developed with several languages.
Also a language independent tool can be applied to any system of interest without
any worries. This property will check what kind of language-dependent support is
required for the method of interest.
• Output/Groups of Clones: This property implies whether the clone of the systems
are returned as clone pairs or clone classes or both. Clone classes are more useful in
software maintenance than clone pairs. Therefore, if a technique can provide clone
class information directly without going for a post-processing step, then we say that
that technique is better than the others that return only clone pairs or that return
clone classes after post-processing the clone pair candidates.
• Clone Refactoring: This property implies whether the technique is suitable for clone
refactoring or not. There are some techniques that support mechanical clone refactoring while other require human judgements.
• Language Paradigm: This property indicates the language paradigm targeted for the
particular method of interest. Some methods can detect clones in both procedure and
object-oriented systems while others can detect clones only in procedural or assembly
language and so on.
The detection of code clones is mainly a two phase process (practically more, c.f., Section
9) which consists of a transformation and a comparison phase. In the first phase, the
source text is transformed into an internal format which allows the use of a more efficient
comparison algorithm. During the succeeding comparison phase the actual matches are
detected. Due to its central role, it is reasonable to classify detection techniques according
to their internal format. Therefore, we use the internal source code representation to classify
different detection techniques as follows:
10.1.1

Text-based Techniques

There are several clone detection techniques that are based on pure text-based/stringbased methods. In this approach, the target source program is considered as sequence
of lines/strings. Two code fragments are compared with each other to find sequences of
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same text/strings. Once two or more code fragments are found to be similar in their
maximum possible extent (e.g., w.r.t maximum no. of lines) are returned as clone pair
or clone class by the detection technique. Because of the purely text-based and/or lexical
approach, detected clones do not correspond to structural elements of the language. Little or
no transformation/normalization is performed on the source code before starting the actual
comparison and most of the cases, the raw source code is directly used in the clone detection
process. However, to date the following filtering and/or transformation/normalizations are
applied on some approaches:
1. Comments Removal: Ignores all kinds of comments in the source code depending on
the language of interest.
2. Whitespace Removal: Removes tabs, and new line(s) and other blanks spaces.
3. Normalization: Some basic normalization can be applied on the source code (c.f.,
Table 3)
First, some detectors are based on lexical analysis. For instance, Baker’s Dup [14, 15]
uses a sequence of lines as a representation of source code and detects line-by-line clones.
Therefore, it uses a lexer and a line-based string matching algorithm on the tokens of
the individual lines. Dup removes tabs, whitespace and comments; replaces identifiers
of functions, variables, and types with a special parameter; concatenates all lines to be
analyzed into a single text line; hashes each line for comparison; and extracts a set of
pairs of longest matches using a suffix tree algorithm. Dup detects parameterized matches
and generates reports on the found matches. It can also generate scatter-plots of found
matches. This tools does not support exploration and navigation through the duplicated
code. Detection accuracy is low e.g., cannot detect code clones written in different coding
styles. “{” position of if-statement or while-statement (see below for details). Cannot detect
code clones using different variable names, e.g., we want to identify the same logic code as
code clones even if variable names are different. Dup compares strings of lexemes rather
than strings of characters to combat the problems arise from the changes in comments and
whitespace(blanks, tabs, new lines).
Baker [18] 2 also considers the problem of finding exact and near-duplication in software
and investigates the notion of parameterized matches (p-matches)[13] that she introduced in
Dup tool [14]. For two code fragments, some letters of which are designated as parameters
(such as identifiers, constants, field names and macro names) can report as clones if there is
a renaming of parameters (i.e. following a consistent identifier mapping scheme) that makes
the two fragments equal. Dup finds all pairs of matching parameterized code fragments. A
code fragment matches another if both fragments are contiguous sequences of source lines
with some consistent identifier/parameter mapping scheme. For example, the two code
fragments of Figure 4 can find similar with Dup. A variation of Dup is clones, provided by
Koschke et al. [153] with the difference that it is not based on line but solely on tokens and
that it uses nonparameterized suffixes. While the advantages of using nonparameterized
suffixes is that clones does not depend upon layout (line breaks), the disadvantages is that
2
Baker actually uses the tokens of each line for a line-by-line comparison and thus, her technique can also
be categorized as a token-based technique.
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the distinction between exact (Type I) and parameterized (Type II) cannot be detected and
needs a postprocessing step to differentiate them. Another main difference is that clones
does not currently check whether identifiers in Type 2 clones are renamed consistently. A
further extension of clones is cscope which finds syntactic clones by splitting cloned token
sequences into subsequences with a balanced set of opening and closing scope delimiters in
a postprocessing step.
Another pure text-based approach is Johnson’s [118] redundancy (exact repetitions of
text) finding mechanism using fingerprints on a substring of the source code. In this algorithm, signatures calculated per line are compared in order to identify matched substrings.
Karp-Rabin fingerprinting algorithm [130, 131] is used for calculating the fingerprints of all
length n substrings of a text. First, a text-to-text transformation is performed on the considered source file for discarding the uninterested characters. Following this the entire text
is subdivided to a set of substrings so that every character of the text appears in at least
one substring. After that the matching substrings are identified. In that stage, a further
transformation is applied on the raw matches to obtain better results. Instead of applying
a set of text-to-text transformations, he applies several different transformation scenarios
from a combination of basic transformations such as “Remove all whitespace”, “Remove
all whitespace except line separators”, “Remove comments”, “Retain only comments” and
“Replace each identifier by an identifier marker”. For finding near-miss duplication he
attempted to find a normalized/transformed text by removing all whitespace characters
except line separators and by replacing each maximal sequence of alphanumeric characters
with a single letter ‘i’. For example, a line “f or(k = 1; k <= n; k + +){” is replaced by
the line “i(i = i; i <=; i + +}” and the line “#def ineXDEF 234” by “#iii”. This kind of
transformation produces much more false positives. However, the requirement of keeping
at least 50-lines match reduces the huge number of false positives as anticipated.
He also investigated the clones in two versions of GCC using the text-based matching
and found that a small part of the source files were clones in each version [120]. He also
demonstrated that clone detection could be used to find structural changes at the file level
between different releases: if two files from two different versions are actually clones, then
the file in the new version may be just a moved or renamed version of the one in old version.
As with the line-based techniques, these approaches are sensitive to any minor modifications
made in copy-pasted code.
Another line-based technique for detecting near-miss clones in HTML web pages is
proposed by Cordy et al. [56]. First, an island grammar is used to identify syntactic
constructs in code. These are then extracted and used as smallest comparison unit. The
code is pretty-printed to isolate potential differences between clones to as few lines as
possible. Extracted code fragments are then compared to each other line-by-line using
UNIX’s diff utility. This approach is purely lexical and no normalization is applied on the
source. An earlier study by them use the similar approach for detection and resolution of
exact clones [205].
Another text-based clone detection approach is presented by Ducasse et al. [74, 73].
Their approach does not rely on parsing and therefore, can easily be adapted to any language. This method reads source files, makes sequences of lines, removes whitespace and
comments in lines, and detects match by a string-based Dynamic Pattern Matching (DPM)
algorithm. The output is the line numbers of clone pairs, possibly with gap (deleted) lines
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in them. The computational complexity is O(n2 ) for the input size n, which is practically
too expensive. The tool uses an optimization technique by a hash function for string, that
reduces the computation complexity by a factor B, which is a constant determined by the
number of characters in a line. Again, meaningful clone resolution is difficult to achieve in a
language-independent manner because it is hard to guarantee that detected clones represent
a cohesive unit in the language being analyzed. The process of resolution itself also depends
on the language in question.
Marcus [177] applied latent semantic indexing [75] for finding similar code segments (high
level concept clones e.g., ADTs) in the source code. This information retrieval approach
does not compare the whole source code text; rather limits its comparison domain within
the comments and identifier matching. Therefore, it is clear that their method returns
code fragments as clones where there is a high similarity between the names (identifiers
and comments) of those fragments. One of the main drawbacks of this approach is that
it cannot detect two functions with similar structure and functionality if comments do not
exist and the identifier names are completely different. Nevertheless, their work shows that
semantically equivalence clones can be detected with relatively low cost and can even be
automated to a large degree by combining their approach with other existing detection
approaches.
Text-based techniques can be further categorized by the granularity of comparison. For
example, the approach of Ducasse et al. [74] is line-based. There are several problems that
can arise in a line-by-line detection technique. Some of those are as follows:
1. Line Break: Code portions with line break relocation are not detected as clones or
detected as shorter clones. In Figure 11, the line break in Fragment 1 at line 343 is
relocated up to the end of the previous line in the later case Fragment 2, line 785 and
the usual line-by-line method may not recognize the two code fragments as clones.
2. Identifier changes: Changes of identifier names may not be handled in line-by-line
method. In Figure 11, the identifier, dwF rameGroupLength at line 341 in Fragment
1 changes to f rameGroupLength at line 784 in Fragment 2. This kind of changes
may not be detected by ordinary tools.
3. Parenthesis removal/adding for a single statement: For example, a single statement
can be with or without surrounded by begin-end brackets (e.g., “{“ and “}“) just
after if, else or for statements. In line-by-line technique, the presence of “{“ and
“}“ pair in one code segment but not in the other creates a great problem while
comparing the two fragments and may detect as distinct fragments even if they might
be exact copy clones. In Fragment 1 of Figure 11, we see that the assignment statement
dwF rameGroupLength∗ = 2; at line 347 is surrounded by a “{ ...}“ pair which is
omitted for the same kind of statement in Fragment 2 at line 787. Therefore, it is
obvious that different kinds of coding style can create problems in line-by-line methods.
4. Transformation: The source code is not suitable for transformation in line-based approaches. However, some kind of normalization may be applied to improve recall with
the cost of precision.
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Fragment 1:
341:
dwFrameGroupLength = 1;
342:
for (dwCnt = 2; dwCnt <= 64; dwCnt *=2)
343:
{
344:
if (( ( ulOutRate / dwCnt) * dwCnt) !=
345:
ulOutRate)
346:
{
347:
dwFrameGroupLength *=2;
348:
}
349:
}
---------------------------------------------------------------Fragment 2:
784:
frameGroupLength = 1;
785:
for (Cnt = 2; Cnt <= 64; Cnt *=2){
786:
if (( ( Rate / Cnt) * Cnt) != rate)
787:
frameGroupLength *=2;
788:
}
Figure 11: Clone pair between FreeBSD and Linux (from [122])

Although text-based approaches, generally, do not apply normalization or transformation of source code text, the latest text-based approach by Ducasse et al. [72] has used
several transformations on the “raw“ source code.
They considered several normalizations (c.f., Table 3) on the language elements in their
study and investigated how much recall can be achieved for which kind of normalization
considering the lower cost of precision.
Table 3: Normalization operations on source code elements (from [72])
Operation

Language element

Example

Replacement

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Literal string
Literal character
Literal integer
Literal decimal
Identifier
Basic numerical type
Function name

“Abort“
‘y‘
42
0.314159
counter
int, short, long, double
main

“...“
‘.‘
1
1.0
p
num
foo()

For instance, in Figure 12, the normalized fragment (bottom part of the figure) is obtained by applying the rules from Table 3 on the upper part code fragment (all identifiers
are normalized except function names).
Ducasse et al. [72] also considered to eliminate noise not only on the comments and
whitespace levels but also removing uninteresting language elements. For example, in the
following code segments, the code segment on the right can be obtained by removing all
kinds of comments, whitespace, uninteresting language elements and language delimiters
from the left segment. This was investigated to achieve better recall sacrificing precision.
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Original Fragment:
1. def manage\_first (self, selected=[]):
2.
options=self.data()
3.
if not selected:
4.
message=‘‘No views to be made first.‘‘
5.
elif len(selected) == len(options):
6.
message=‘‘No making all views first.‘‘
7.
else:
8.
options=self.data()
Normalized Fragment:
1. def manage\_first (p, p=[]):
2.
p=p.data()
3.
if not p:
4.
p=‘‘...‘‘
5.
elif len(p) == len(p):
6.
p=‘‘...‘‘
7.
else:
8.
p=p.data()
Figure 12: Python source code before and after normalization (from [72])

Before Filtering:
#include <stdio.h>
static int stat = 0;
int main (argc, argv)
int argc;
char **argv;
{
/*skip program name */
++argv, --argv;
if (argc > 0) {

After Filtering:

staticintstat=0;
intmain(argc,argv)
intargc;
char**argv;
++argv,--argv;
if(argc>0)

Finally, in Table 4, we provide a brief summary of the text-based detection techniques.
In some cases what (?) symbols are used to represent that we were unsure about that
particular entry.
10.1.2

Token-based Techniques

In the token-based detection approach, the entire source system is lexed/parsed/transformed
to a sequence of tokens. This sequence is then scanned for finding duplicated subsequences
of tokens and finally, the original code portions representing the duplicated subsequences
returned as clones. Compared to text-based approaches, a token-based approach is usually
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Table 4: Summary of the String-based Detection Techniques
Properties

Baker [14, 18]

Johnson [118, 120]

Ducasse et al. [74,
72]

Marcus
Maletic [177]

Normalization
or Transformations
Code Representation
Comparison
Technique

Removes
whitespace and comments

Removes comments
and whitespace

Parameterized
token string
Suffix-tree based token matching

Removes Comment
delimiters and Syntactical tokens
Text (like natural
language)
LSI/Graph
theoretic approach

Complexity

O(n + m), n=input
lines, m=number of
matches found.

Fingerprint of substrings
Karp-Rabin
Fingerprinting
based
string matching
Not Available

Removes comments
whitespace & apply
transformations
Effective sequence
of lines
Dynamic
Pattern
Matching (DPM)

Not Available

Comparison
Granularity

Line (tokens of a
line)

substrings

O(n2 ),
n=input
lines, then reduces
by hashing to B
buckets
Line

Clone
larity

Granu-

Free,
threshold
based (50 lines)

Free,
thresholdBased,
longest
matches

Clone
ity

Similar-

Free,
thresholdbased (minimum of
15 lines), longest
match
Exact and parameterized matches

Exact repetitions of
strings (near miss
also addressed)
No
lexer/parser
needed

Exact matches

Text: Clone Pair

Text: Clone Pair

High level concept
clones e.g., ADT,
exact and near miss
Only
considers
source code text
(comments
and
identifiers)
?

Needs human hands

Needs human hands

Needs human hands

Language Independence

At most needs a
lexer

Output Type

Text: Clone Pair &
Clone Class
Needs human hands

Clone Refactoring

Needs at most a
lexer

&

Words, sentences,
paragraphs
and
short essays?
Fixed,
functions,
files or code segments

more robust against code changes such as formatting and spacing.
One of the leading state of the art token-based techniques is CCFinder [122] of Kamiya
et al. First, each line of source files is divided into tokens by a lexer and the tokens of all
source files are then concatenated into a single token sequence. The token sequence is then
transformed, i.e., tokens are added, removed, or changed based on the transformation rules
of the language of interest aiming at regularization of identifiers and identification of structures. After that each identifier related to types, variables, and constants is replaced with
a special token. This identifier replacement makes code fragments with different variable
names clone pairs. A suffix-tree based sub-string matching algorithm is then used to find
the similar sub-sequences on the transformed token sequence where the similar sub-sequence
pairs are returned as clone pairs/clone classes. Once the clone pair/clone class information
is obtained with respect to the token-sequence(s), a mapping is required for obtaining the
clone pair/clone class information with respect to the original source code.
Baker’s Dup [14, 17, 18] is also token-based in the sense that she also uses a lexer to
tokenize the source code and then the tokens of each line is compared based on a suffix-tree
based algorithm. She did not apply the transformation rules on the token sequence as of
CCFinder. However, she introduced the notion of parameterized matching by a consistent
renaming of the identifiers. RTF [24] uses a suffix array instead of a suffix tree for efficient
memory handling and provides flexible tokenization, allowing the user to tailor token strings
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for better clone detection. The user can suppress insignificant token classes (e.g., access
modifiers of Java) that may cause noise in detection, and there is an option for equating
different token classes, for example to assign the same ID to different types int, short, long,
float, double depending on requirements.
Another state of the art token-based clone detection technique is CP-Miner [168, 169]
where a frequent subsequence mining technique [3] is used for identifying a similar sequence
of tokenized statements. Due to sequential analysis in CCFinder and Dup, they are generally fragile to statement reordering and code insertion. A reordered or inserted statement
can break a token sequence which may otherwise be regarded as duplicate to another sequence. These limitations are overcome in CP-Miner by using a frequent subsequence mining technique where a frequent subsequence can be interleaved in its supporting sequences.
An extended version of CloSpan [221] is used to support gap constraints in frequent subsequences which allows CP-Miner to tolerate one to two statement insertions, deletions,
or modifications in copy-pasted code while ignoring arbitrarily long different copy-pasted
segment that is unlikely to be copy-pasted.
Token-based techniques are also used in the area of plagiarism detection. Both Winnowing [203] and JPlag [192] are well know plagiarism detection tools and based on token based
techniques. The fragility of code deletions, insertions or modifications can also be partially
remedied through fingerprinting of Winnowing. However, it does not fundamentally save
token-based algorithms. Another plagiarism detection tool, SIM [90] also compares token
sequences using a dynamic programming string alignment technique.
In Table 5, we provide a summary of three (including Baker’s) token-based techniques
with respect to several properties. In some cases what(?)symbols are used to represent that
we were unsure about that particular entry.
10.1.3

Tree-based Techniques

In the tree-based approach a program is pared to a parse tree or an abstract syntax tree
(AST) with a parser of the language of interest. Similar subtrees are then searched in the
tree with some tree matching techniques and the corresponding source code of the similar
subtrees are returned as clones pairs or clone classes. The parse tree or AST contains the
complete information about the source code. Although the variable names and literal values
of the source are discarded in the tree representation, more sophisticated methods for the
detection of clones still can be applied.
One of the pioneers AST-based clone techniques is that of Baxter et al.’s CloneDR. [31].
A compiler generator is used to generate an annotated parse tree (AST) and compares its
subtrees by characterization metrics based on a hash function through tree matching [4].
Source code of similar subtrees are then returned as clones. The hash function enables one to
do parameterized matching, to detect gapped clones and to identify clones of code portions
in which some statements are reordered. Bauhaus’s [193] clone detection tool named ccdiml
[35] is a variant of CloneDR with some differences like the avoidance of the similarity metric,
the handling of sequences and the hashing. CloneDR can also work concurrently and check
for consistent renaming while ccdiml does not do this. In Bauhaus (and hence in ccdiml),
the ASTs are represented in IML(Intermediate Language) [152] rather than directly using
the ASTs in comparison phase as of CloneDR.
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Table 5: Summary of the Token-based Detection Techniques
Properties

Baker [18]

Kamiya et al. [122]

Li et al. [168] [169]

Normalization
or
Transformations

Removes whitespace and
comments

Removes comments and
whitespace + several
Transformation
and
Parameter replacement

Code
tion

Parameterized
string

Sequence of normalized,
transformed & parameterized tokens
Suffix-tree based Token
matching
O(n), n=total length of
source file

Maps the source to
collection of sequences
with
similar
statements/identifiers to the
same value Token
Collection of short sequences (say for each basic block) of numbers)
Frequent
subsequence
mining technique
O(n2 ), n=Lines of code

Representa-

Comparison
nique
Complexity

Tech-

Comparison Granularity
Clone Granularity

Clone Similarity
Language Independence
Output Type
Clone Refactoring

token

Suffix-tree based Token
matching
O(n + m), n=input lines,
m=number of matches
found
Token sequence of a line

Token

Free,
threshold-based
(minimum of 15 lines)

Free, threshold-based of
tokens (30 tokens)

Exact and parameterized
matches
At most needs a lexer

Exact or near miss possibly with gaps
Needs lexer + transformation rules for the language
Clone Pair & Clone Class

Text: Clone Pair & Clone
Class
Needs human hands

Needs human hands

Sequence of Tokens of
Basic block
Free,
threshold-based
(Basic blocks and functions)
Exact and near miss with
gaps
Needs a full parser

Clone Pair
Needs human hands

Yang [222] has proposed earlier a similar approach for finding the syntactic differences
between two versions of the same programs by generating a variant of parse tree for both
the versions and then applying dynamic programming approach [108] in searching similar
subtrees. Wahler et al. [213] find exact and parameterized clones in a more abstract level
than AST where the AST of a program is converted to an XML represented [82] and then
a data mining frequent itemset technique [101] is applied in the XML representation of
the AST for finding clones. A further abstraction (known as Structural abstraction) of a
program’s ASTs is proposed by Evans and Fraser [77] for finding exact and near miss clones
with gaps. While ASTs are built from lexical abstraction of a program by parameterizing
only AST leaves (abstracting identifiers and literal values), structural abstraction is obtained
by further parameterizing the arbitrary subtrees of ASTs.
For example, consider the clone
a[?] = x
occurs twice:
a[i] = x ;
a[i+1] = x ;
The argument to the first occurrence is lexical because it includes only a leaf and,
perhaps, a unary node that identifies the type of the leaf. The argument to the second
occurrence is, however, structural because it includes a binary AST node.
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Thus, it is clear that structural abstraction is more general than ASTs and hence, can
find gapped clones by abstracting of an AST with the cost of much larger search space.
However, there is still no special treatment for identifiers and literal values for detecting
clones in ASTs. AST-based approach disregards the information about identifiers (in order
to make codes differing on variables names appear the same on ASTs), ignores data flows and
therefore, fragile to statement reordering. Moreover, this approach is also fragile to control
replacement. PDG-based techniques can overcome such limitations which are discussed in
following subsection.
In Table 6, we provide a summary of four tree-based techniques with respect to several
properties. In some cases what(?) symbols are used to represent that we were unsure about
that particular entry.
Table 6: Summary of the Tree-based Detection Techniques
Properties

Baxter et al. [31]

Yang [222]

Normalization
or Transformations
Code Representation
Comparison
Technique

Parsed to AST

To a variant of parse
tree

Wahler
et
al.
[213]
Parsed to AST and
then AST in XML

AST

Parse tree

AST in XML

Tree matching tech

Frequent Itemset

Graph theoretic Approach

Complexity

O(N),
N=AST
Nodes, after optimizations to B
buckets

Tree
matching
(sequence of token
matching) with Dynamic programming
scheme [108]
O(S1 S2 ),
S1 =no.
of nodes of first
tree, S2 =no.
of
nodes of second tree

Not Available

Comparison
Granularity
Clone Granularity

AST Node

Token (Tree node)

O(k.n2 ),
n=statements
containing clones,
k=maximal
size
clones
one line?

free, tree similarity
based threshold

Free,
program/segment

Free,
based

Clone Similarity
Language Independence
Output Type

Exact and nearmiss
needs a lexir at least
(parsing)
Clone pair

Exact and nearmiss?
Needs a parser and
pretty-printer
Just displays with
pretty-printing

Free,
usually
5
statements,
threshold-based
Exact and parameterized
Needs a parser?
?

Clone Refactoring

Can help mechanical refactoring

Not
helpful
refactoring

HTML
document
with clone information
Needs human hands

10.1.4

for

Semi-automatic
(may be)

Evans [77]
Parsed to AST and
then to AST in
XML
AST in XML

AST Node
threshold-

Exact and near miss
with gap
Needs parser

PDG-based Techniques

Program Dependency Graph (PDG)-based approaches [141, 156, 165] go one step further
in obtaining a source code representation of high abstraction than other approaches by
considering the semantic information of the source. PDG [80] contains the control flow and
data flow information of a program and hence carries semantic information. Once a set of
PDGs are obtained from a subject program, isomorphic subgraph matching algorithm is
applied for finding similar subgraphs which are returned as clones.
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One of the leading PDG-based clone detection approach is that of Komondoor and
Horwitz’s PDG-DUP [141, 144] which finds isomorphic PDG subgraphs using program
slicing [218]. They also propose an approach to group identified clones together while
preserving the semantics of the original code [142, 143] for automatic procedure extraction
to support software refactoring. Another slicing based clone analysis experiment has been
conducted by Gallagher and Lucas [86] where they have attempted to answer the argument
“Are Decomposition Slices Clones?” by computing program slices on all variables on a
system. However, they were unsure about the analysis outcome and just provided the pros
and cons in support of the argument.
Krinke uses an iterative approach (k-length patch matching) for detecting maximal
similar subgraphs [156]. There is also a PDG-based recent tool, GPLAG [165] for plagiarism
detection. Chen at al. [49] also propose a PDG-base technique for code compaction taking
into account syntactic structure and data flow. This method has many advantages in
embedded systems.
PDG-based approaches are robust to reordered statements, insertion and deletion of
code, intertwined code, and non-contiguous code, but they are not scalable to large size
programs.
In Table 7, we provide a summary of three PDG-based approaches with respect the
several properties. In some cases what(?) symbols are used to represent that we were
unsure about that particular entry.
Table 7: Summary of the PDG-based Detection Techniques
Properties

Komondoor
et
al.
[141]
Use CodeSurfer to get
PDG
set of PDGs of procedures
Isomorphic PDG subgraph matching using
backward slicing
Not Available

Krinke [156]

Liu et al. [165]

To PDGs

CodeSurfer to PDG

Fine Grained PDGs

set of PDGs without control dependencies
Isomorphic
subgraph
matching

Comparison Granularity
Clone Granularity

PGD Node

PGD subgraphs

NP-Complete but several
considerations to improve
complexity
(thresholdbased filtering)
PDG Node

Free, slicing-based

Clone Similarity

non-contiguous,
reordered, intertwined
Needs tool to make PDG

Free,
threshold-based,
length limited similar
path
Exact and Semantic

Fixed, procedures and
programs (normally for
plagiarism)
Exact and Near-miss

Needs a PDG generator

Needs a tool to make
PDG
Plagiarized pair of procedures/programs
Not feasible, intention is
to see two different versions of programs

Normalization
or
Transformations
Code
Representation
Comparison Technique
Complexity

Language Independence
Output Type
Clone Refactoring

Clone pair and Clone
Class
Mechanical Refactoring

k-length patch matching
to find similar subgraphs
Non-polynomial

Clone Class?
Help
semi-automatic
refactoring
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10.1.5

Metrics-based Techniques

Metrics-based approaches gather different metrics for code fragments and compare these
metrics vectors instead of comparing code directly. There are several clone detection techniques that use various software metrics for detecting similar code. First, a set of software
metrics called fingerprinting functions are calculated for one or more syntactic units such
as a class, a function, or a method or even statement and then the metrics values are compared to find clones over these syntactic units. In most cases, the source code is parsed to
its AST/PDG representation for calculating such metrics.
Mayrand et al. [178] calculate several metrics (e.g., number of lines of source, number of
function calls contained, number of CFG edges, etc.) for each function unit of a program.
Units with the similar metrics values are identified as code clones. Partly similar units are
not detected. It uses a representation of the source code named Intermediate Representation
Language (IRL) to characterize each function in the source code. Metrics are calculated
from names, layout, expression and (simple) control flow of functions. A clone is defined
only as pair of whole function bodies that have similar metrics values. This approach
does not detect copy-paste at other granularity such as segment-based copy-paste, which
occurs more frequently than function-based copy-paste. Very similar kinds of method-level
metrics such as number of calls from a method, number of statements, McCabe’s cyclomatic
complexity, number of use-definition of non-local variables and number of local variables
are used for finding similar methods by Patenaude et al. [190]. They define these metrics
for Java language and extend the IBM Datrix tool to support Java in software quality
assessment.
Kontogiannis et al. [147] build an abstract pattern matching tool to identify probable
matches using Markov models. This approach does not find copy-pasted code. Instead, it
only measures similarity between two programs. After a while, Kontogiannis [146] proposes
two ways of detecting clones. One approach is the direct comparison of the metrics values
that classify a code fragment in the granularity of begin − end blocks with the assumption
that two code fragments are similar if their corresponding metrics values are proximate.
The other uses a dynamic programming technique for comparing begin − end block at a
statement-by-statement basis. Modified version of five well known metrics that capture
the data and control flow program properties are used in the first approach. The metrics
are, 1. the number of functions called (fanout), 2. The ratio of input/output variables
to the fanout, 3. McCabe cyclomatic complexity, 4. Modified Albrecht’s function point
metric and 5. Modified Henry-Kafura’s information flow quality metric. After constructing
the AST from the source code, metrics values are calculated and stored as annotations in
the corresponding nodes of the AST. From the annotated AST a reference table is created
that contains source code entities sorted by their corresponding metric values which is then
used for selecting the associated source code entities. On the other hand in the dynamic
programming (DP) approach, the distance between the pair of begin − end blocks is defined
as the least costly sequence of insert, delete and edit steps required to make one block
identical line-by-line to the other. The hypothesis is that pairs with a small distance are
likely to be clones caused by cut and paste activities. Metrics based approaches have been
also proposed by Buss et al. [45] and Dagenais et al. [58].
Metric-based approach has been also applied for finding duplicated web pages or finding
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clones in web documents. Di Ducca et al. [66] propose an approach for identifying similar
static HTML pages by computing the distance between items in web pages and evaluating
their degree of similarity. A string representation is obtained for each of the HTML/ASP
pages of a Web Application (WA) by replacing each HTML/ASP control elements with
a distinct symbol taken from either of the two distinct set of alphabets, one for HTML
tags and the other for ASP objects. For each of the strings the Levenshtein distances
are calculated and are used to compare the associated pages from which the strings were
extracted [67].
A semiautomated method for detecting cloned script functions is proposed by Lanubile,
Calefato and colleagues [161, 46] where the potential function clones are detected with an
automated approach first and then a visual inspection is employed in the selected script
functions. They first apply their tool eMetrics to retrieve the potential function clones and
then use the reports from the tool to visually inspect the code of the selected script functions, classify suspect clones, and group discovered function clones according to refactoring
opportunities.
Davey et al. [60] detects exact, parameterized and near-miss clones by first computing
certain features of code blocks and then using neural networks to find similar blocks based
on their features. In Table 8, a summary of four metrics-based techniques are presented
with respect to several properties. In some cases what(?) symbols are used to represent
that we were unsure about that particular entry.
10.1.6

Hybrid Approaches

There are several other detection approaches that use a hybrid approach (e.g., hybrid code
representation and/or techniques) in detecting clones. However, these approaches can also
be classified on the previous categories.
In the approach by Koschke et al. [153], the AST nodes are serialized in preorder
traversal, a suffix tree is created for these serialized AST nodes, and the resulting maximally
long AST node sequences are then cut according to their syntactic region so that only
syntactically closed sequences remain. In stead of comparing the AST nodes, their approach
compares the tokens of the AST-nodes using a suffix tree-based algorithm and therefore,
this approach can find clones in linear time and space, a significant improvement to usual
AST-based approaches.
A function-level clone detection technique is proposed for the Microsoft’s new Phoenix
framework using AST and suffix trees [206]. AST nodes are used to generate a suffix tree,
which allows analysis on the nodes to be performed in linear time and space as of Koschke
et al. [153]. This approach can find exact matching function clones. Parameterized clones
with identifier renaming(not type changes) can also be detected with this approach. A
kind of similar approach is proposed by Greenan [98] for finding method level clones on
transformed AST using sequence matching algorithm.
A novel approach of detecting similar trees is presented by Jiang et al. [116] where certain
characteristic vectors are computed to approximate the structural information within ASTs
in the Euclidean space. A Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [59] is then used to cluster
similar vectors w.r.t. Euclidean distance metric and thus, code clones.
Balazinska et al. [22] propose a hybrid approach of characterization metrics and DPM
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Table 8: Summary of Metrics-based Clone Detection Techniques
Properties

Kontogiannis
[146]
To Feature Vectors

Mayrand [178]

Di Lucca [67]

Lanubile [161]

To AST and then
Intermediate Representation Language
(IRL)

Use eMetrics to select potential function clones based on
their similarity of
function names

Metrics
obtained
with Datrix [] tool

21 function metrics
with 4 points of
comparison

Levenshtein
Distance of strings

Only visual inspection of the metrics
values

Polynomial

O(n2 ) , n=length of
the longer string

Not available

Metrics of individual functions

Only visual inspection of each function

Fixed, function

String
representation of a full
page
whole static page

exact and near-miss
based on the delta
values of the metrics
(Level 1 to level 8)

Same set of HTML
tags/ASP objects
but data may be
different)

Language Independence

Feature
vectors
targeting structural
similarity (metrics
values with data
and control flow
properties)
Numerical
pairwise
comparison
of selected metrics
values
evaluating
the Euclidean distance and dynamic
programming
techniques
for
statement
level
comparison
of
feature vectors
Naive
approach
O(n2 ) and DPmodel
O(mXn)
m=model
size,
n=input size
Metrics values of a
begin-end block at
the statement level
Fixed,
begin-end
blocks
Partial and nearmiss/allow a measure of dissimilarity
between code fragments
Parser and associated tool

HTML files are
parsed to extract
the HTML tags and
composite tags are
substituted
with
their equivalent one
HTML/ASP strings

Needs a tool (Datrix)

Need to parse the
webpage

Output Type

Clone Pair

Clone Class
Clone Pair

Clone Class

Clone Refactoring

Need human judgment

May help for mechanical refactoring
of exact copy functions

Normalization
or Transformations

Code Representation

Comparison
Technique

Complexity

Comparison
Granularity
Clone
larity
Clone
ity

GranuSimilar-

and

Not approached

Several
metrics
(LOC,
ELOC,
CLOC)
obtained
with eMetrics of the
selected functions

Fixed,
function
level
Identical,
nearly
Identical,
similar
and distinct (needs
human inspection)
Needs a tool (eMetrics) to generate the
potential clones associated metrics
set of all homonymy
scripted functions
with metrics values
Human hand is a
must

(Dynamic Pattern Matching). This paper only discusses detection of whole methods, although the approach would be applied to detect partial code portions also. Characteristic
metrics valued are computed for each of the method bodies and compared to find cluster
of similar methods following Patenaude et al.’s [190] metrics-based approach. The token
sequences for each pair of similar methods are then compared by a Dynamic Pattern Matching Algorithm of Kontogiannis et al. [146] in order to identify cloned methods. Finally, the
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found cloned methods are classified into 18 categories (cf. Section 8.1.2). In Table 9 we
provide several hybrid approaches to clone detection. In some cases what(?) symbols are
used to represent that we were unsure about that particular entry.
Table 9: Summary of the Hybrid Clone Detection Techniques
Properties

Koschke
al. [153]

et

Jiang et al.
[116]

Tairas et al.
[206]

Greenan [98]

Balazinska et al.
[22]

Normalization Parsed to AST
or Transfor- and then Serimations
alized AST

Parsed to AST
and then Characteristics vector metrics of
AST
Vectors of fixed
dimension

To AST and
then Sequence
of AST Nodes

Parsed to AST

Annotated AST tokens

Sequence
of
annotated AST
Nodes

Sequence
of
annotated
AST nodes as
strings

Exactmatching,
Longest common
subsequence
and
SmithWaterman
O(n2 ), n=no.
of methods

Token
sequence
and
annotated
AST and then
metrics values of
methods obtained
with the extension
of Datrix tool [190]
Dynamic
Pattern matching for
matching
token
sequence of similar
methods

Code Representation

Serialized AST

Comparison
Technique

String-based
Suffix tree

Tree-matching

Suffix
matching

Complexity

O(N), N=input
nodes

O(dnp+1 logn)

O(m2 ),
m=length
of the sequence

Comparison
Granularity

Serialized AST
Node?

AST Node of
the sequence

AST Node of
the Sequence

Clone Granularity

Free, threshold
based

Fixed, function
level

Fixed, methodlevel

Fixed,
level

Clone Similarity

Exact
and
parameterized
clones(Type II)
Needs a parser

Subtrees with
numerical vectors in the euclidean space
Free,
thresholdbased of token
of vector count
Exact
and
Near-miss?

Exact and parameterized

Exat and nearmiss

Context-free
grammer

Needs Phoenix
framework to
generate AST

Needs a parser

Clone
pair
(postprocessing
required)
Semiautomatic
(may be)

Filename
and
function
names: Clone
Class
Suitable
for
refactoring

Clone Pair

18 different category (c.f., Section
8.1.2)
Needs parser, classification algorithm
and metrics generator
Clone Pair/Clone
Class?

Language
Independence
Output
Type

Clone pair

Clone Refactoring

Can help mechanical refactoring

tree

May help
mechanical
refatoring

in

O(nXm),
n=no.
of tokens of first
methods,
m=no.
of tokens for 2nd
method
Metrics values and
token sequences of
methods
method

Provide
several
refactoring scenarios

There is clone detection (and plagiarism) technique for Lisp-like languages too. Leitao
[164] provides a hybrid approach that combines syntactic and semantic techniques through
a combination of specialized comparison functions, each one exploring different features
that compare various aspects (similar call subgraphs, commutative operators, user-defined
equivalences, transformations into canonical syntactic forms). Each comparison function
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yields an evidence that is summarized in an evidence-factor model yielding a clone likelihood.
This approach has the advantage that each of its parts is replaceable. New languages can
be added by the specification of their syntaxes. It is also possible to explore other language
features by including new specialized comparison functions. Evidences and its combination
can also be replaceable with other models. While majority of the clone detection techniques
are discussed, there are several other clone and plagiarism detection techniques available
[163, 174, 220, 219, 37, 195, 111].

10.2

Overall Taxonomy of the Detection Approaches

In this subsection (Table 10), we provide a reading summary of the clone detection techniques in the form of a taxonomy with respect to the various properties discussed previously.
A paper is cited multiple times so as to represent the corresponding properties for that paper. In some cases, we use the asterisk symbol (*) to mean that there may have been some
limitations for that particular technique to satisfy the corresponding criteria/sub-criteria.
The table may have also missed some citations and will be gathered all (if missing any) on
a later version.
Table 10: A Taxonomy of Clone Detection Techniques: A Summary
Properties

Language Paradigm

Sub-properties
Only Procedural
Only Object-oriented
Both Procedural and OO
Web Applications

Level of Similarity

Lisp-like languages
Bytecode
Assembly Code
Extreme Programming
Directly Clone Pair
Directly Clone Class
CC in post-processing
Textual
Lexical
Syntactical

Clone Granularity

Semantical
Hybrid
Free

Clone Relation

Fixed
Exact Match
Parameterized Match
Near Miss
High Level Clone
Design Level Structural Clones
Line
P-line
Substring
Identifiers and Comments
Comparison
Tokens
Granularity
Statements
Continued on Next Page. . .
Clone Similarity
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Citations
[8] [7] [158] [178] [120, 174, 177] [24] [222] [141, 156,
165]
[21] [22] [81] [190] [121] [22, 21, 187]
[72, 74] [18, 14] [31] [163] [122]
[37] [67, 66, 65, 64] [195] [56] [205] [46] [194] [161] [134]
[175]
[164]
[11]
[55] [63] [61] [85]
[188]
[74] [22] K[122] [31] [178] [158] [141] [156]
[120]* [177]* [24] [116] [165]*
[74] [122] [31] [22] [141]
[74] [120, 118] [117] [220] [174] [163] [52]
[122] [173] [14] [18] [24] [26] [169]
[31] [35] [222] [213] [77] [153] [206] [178] [146] [148] [22]
[190] [60] [46] [67]
[140, 141] [156] [165] [164]
[164]
[74] [220] [120] [163] [52] [31] [35] [213] [77] [153] [122]
[24] [18] [169] [167] [56]*
[178] [146] [148] [22] [190] [60] [46] [67] [206] [222] [174]
[177] [173] [164]
All the approaches can detect exact match clones
[14, 18]
[72] [177] [122] [31] [116] [168][169][141] [56]
[177] (ADT)
[26, 25]
[74, 220, 52]
[18, 14]
[120] (multi-line) [163] (multi-word)
[177]
[122, 24] [18]* [153, 206] (tokens of tree nodes)
[169] [213]

Table 10 – Continued from previous page
Properties

Language
Dependency

Textprocessing

Basic Normalization
Transformation

Code
Representation

Comparison
Techniques

Overall
Complexity

Clone Refactoring

10.3

Sub-properties
Subtree
Subgraph
Begin-End Blocks
Methods
Classes
Files
Lightweight Parsing
Lexer
Lexer and Parser
PDG/CG Maker
Transformation Rules
Pre-processing
Post-processing
Pretty-printing
No Changes
Ignore/Remove comments and
whitespace
Above + Normalization
Above + Transformation
Keep comments and whitespace + Others
Flexible Normalization
Strings
Substrings
Normalized Strings
Parameterized Strings
Word in context
Metrics
Trees
Trees in another form
Graph
Hybrid
String Matching
Data Mining
Neural Networks
Discrete Comparison
Tree-Matching
Graph-Matching
Euclidian Distance
Sequence Matching
Hybrid
Not Available
Linear
Quadratic
Non-Polynomial
Needs human hands
Semi-automatic(Syntactic
Clones)
Automatic

Citations
[31, 35, 222, 77]
[141, 156, 165]
[146]
[206] [148, 178, 21, 22] [190]*
[202]
[174] [222]
[74, 120, 163, 177, 174] [116] (only grammar)
[122, 18, 24, 56]
[31, 222, 98] [178, 22] [146]
[141, 156, 165] [164] (call graph)
[122] [121]
[56] [90]*
[122, 105] [210]
[56] [222]
[163]
[74] [120] [52] [18] [169] [56] [167] [31] [35] [222] [213]
[77] [153] [206] [146][148] [22] [190] [60] [46] [67]
[122, 169, 24]
[122] [187]
[177] [120]* [178] [220]*
[24] [116]
[74, 163] [56]
[120, 174]*(fingerprint)
[74] [122, 24](token seq.)
[18, 14] (p-tokens seq.)
[177]
[178] [146, 148, 22, 190, 46]
[31, 222]
[153, 206] (Token seq.) [35](IML) R[213](XML)
[144, 165] (PDG) [156] (PDG+AST)
TMP[164] (AST+Metrics+call graph)
[120, 174]* (fingerprint) [74](DMP) [14, 122] (suffixtree) [24](suffix-array) [56] (diff)
[177](LSI) [169] (F.Sub. Seq) [213] (F.Itemset)
[60]
[178] (metrics)
[222] [31] (hashing)
[156, 165] [141] (slicing)
[148, 67]
[222]? (dynamic)
[111]* [?]
[120, 174] [161] [177]
[163] [122, 18] [153, 206]
[74](hash) [31, 35] (hash) [116] [169, 168, 170] (LOC)
[146] (Method) [67]
[156, 141] [165]*
[14, 18][120][118][74, 72][177][122] [168, 169, 170]
All metrics-based approaches (low confidence) + and
most tree-based approaches
[31]* [142, 140, 141, 143]* [78]*

Overall Comparison of the Detection Approaches

From the studies in the previous subsections, we notice that clone detection techniques under
the same approach share several common characteristics and therefore, in this subsection,
we provide an overall comparison of the detection approaches with respect to the same
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properties that are used for comparing different techniques in the above subsections. In
Table 11 we provide such a brief summary where the first column represents the properties
to be compared and the other columns represent the different detection approaches.
Table 11: Overall comparison of the detection approaches w.r.t. different properties
Properties

Tokenbased

Tree-based

PDGbased

Transformation Removes
whitespace
and
comments except
Marcus [177]
(and sometimes apply
normalizations)
Code Repre- Filtered
sentation
and/or normalized
source code

lexed to tokens

parsed
AST

parsed
PDG

Sequence of
tokens

Comparison
Granularity

line/tokens
of line

Computational
Complexity
Refactoring
opportunities

Language Independency

10.4

Stringbased

Metricsbased

AST
+
Suffix Tree

to

parsed
to
AST to generate metrics
values

parsed
to
AST
and
then another
form appropriate
for
suffix tree

Set of PDGs
for
procedures of the
system

Set of metrics
values

Suffix
tree
rep. of the
AST nodes

token

ASTs
of
the
program based
on
code
text
and
structure
tree node

PGD node

metrics values for each
method/block

Depends on
algorithm
good for exact matches

linear

quadratic

quadratic

linear

tokens
of
the encoded
AST in a
sequence
linear

Need postprocessing

good
for
refactoring

manual
spection
required

easily adaptable

no syntactic
knowledge
but needs a
lexer

finds syntactic
clones,
good
for
refactoring
needs parser

Needs syntactic knowledge
and
PDG generator

mostly needs
parser

to

inis

Syntactic
clones, good
for refactoring
needs parser

Clone Detection Tools

For most of the clone detection approach discussed earlier, a corresponding tool name is
proposed. In this section, we list the the different clone detection tools available in the
literature in a tabular form (however, there are several others). Table 12 shows the tool
details where the first column represents the tool name, 2nd column refers the citations
for that tool, the 3rd column indicates the languages currently supported by the tool, the
4th column shows whether the tool is a clone detection tools or plagiarism detection tool
or designed for other reengineering task, the 5th column represents the approach used in
developing the tool, the 6th column indicates whether the tool is for commercial or academic
use, the 7th column shows the maximum input size used in validating the tool and the last
and 8th column tells us whether the tool was empirically validated or not.
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Table 12: List of Clone Detection Tools
Tool
Dup

Citations
Baker [14,
18]

Sup. Lang.
c,
c++,
Java

JPlag

Prechelt
et
al.
[192]

CloneDr

Baxter et
al.
[31,
30]

DupLoc

Ducasse
et
al.
[74, 72]

CCFinder

Kamiya
et
al.
[122]

CPMiner

Li et al.
[168, 169]

Java,
c,
c++,
Scheme,
NL text
c,
c++,
Java,
COBOL,
Others
with DMS
domain
Language
Independent/
45
Mins
to
adapt
C,
C++,
Java,
COBOL
and other
with lexical
analyzer
and transformation
rules
C, C++

Sim

Gitchell
et al. [90]

C

Domain
CD/Unix

Approach
linebased/textbased
PD/Online Token/Greedy
String

B.Ground
academic

L.Input
1.1M
LOC

Validated?
With two
systems

Academic

236
LOC

CD WindownNT

AST/Tree
Matching

Commercial

400K
LOC,
C Code

Student
assignments/artificial
data
Process
Control
System

CD/Visual
Works2.5

Line/Exact
string matching

Academic

46K
LOC

With 4 systems of different languages

CD/
Windows/
NT

Transformation
/Token comp.
with suffix tree

Academic

10M
LOC

With 4 systems

CD
&
Copypasted
bugs detection
/Windows/
Linux
PD/Linux

Sequence
Academic
Database/Frequent
subsequent
mining

4365K
LOC

Several systems

Parse tree to
string / String
alignment
Metrics from
Datrix,
4
Points
of
comp.,
Ordinal scale of 8
cloning level
Sequence
of
tags/
Levenshtein distance

Academic

3.5K
bytes

Academic

507K
LOC

With
65
student assignments
With two
telecommunication
systems

Academic

331
files

With 3 web
applications

Gets potential
function clones
from eMetrics

Academic

403
files

Validated
with 4 applications

Covet/CLANMayrand
[178]

C, Others
supported
by Datrix

CD

DiLucca
Pro.

Di Lucca
et al. [67,
66]

Duplicated
webpages/PD

eMetrics

Fabio
et
al.
[46, 161]

HTML
client
&
ASP server
pages
HTML &
scripting
languages

Visual
inspection
of
potential
function
clones

Continued on Next Page. . .
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Table 12 – Continued from previous page
Tool
Konto’s
Tool

Citations
Sup. Lang.
Kontogiannis C, (other
et
al.
possible?)
[146]

Domain
System
clustering,
redocumentation
&
program
understanding
CD/Linux

Approach
Direct
comparison
of
metrics values
and Dynamic
programming
approach
of
begin-end
block

B.Ground
Academic

L.Input
>300K
LOC

Validated?
With
several
systems

AST/Tree
matching

Academic

235K
LOC?

Finding
similar
java class
CD/Linux

AST to FAMIX
& Tree matching
Tree,
Characteristics
vectors,
Euclidean space

Academic

?

Academic

5,287K
LOC

With
several
systems?
Eclipse
plug-in and
test cases
With Linux
kernel and
JDK

CD/Linux? AST to sequence of AST
tokens, suffix
tree
CD
PDG,
graph
matching

Academic

235K
LOC

With 4 systems and 8
tools

Academic

25K
LOC

several test
cases

C,
C++,
Java,
COBOL,
VB
C, C++

CD

Tokens/Suffiex
tree

Academic

235K
LOC

With 4 systems and 8
tools

CD

Academic

235K
LOC

With 4 systems and 8
tools

C, C++?

CD
/
Clone
Refactoring
CD/Exact
function
clones

Tokens/Suffix
Tree/Post
processing
for
syntactic
clones
PDG/ Slicing

Academic

?

With some
systems

AST/Suffix
tree

Academic

1500K
LOC

With
several
systems

Token/Suffixarray

Academic

3025K
LOC

With Linux
parts

ccdiml
Bellon
(Bauhaus) [35, 35]

C, C++

Coogle

Sager et
al. [202]

Java

Deckard

Jiang et
al. [116]

C,
Java
and
others
with
formally
specified
grammar,
YACC
grammar
C, C++

cpdetector Koschke
et
al.
[153, 154,
152]
Duplix
Krinke et
al. [156,
157]
clones
Koschke
[153]

cscope

Frenzel
[153]

PDGDUP

Komondor
&
Horwitz [140,
141, 142]
Tairas et
al. [206]

Tairas’s
Tool

RTF

10.5

Basit et
al. [24]

C?

C,
C++,
C#,
Phoenix
framwork
languages?
C

CD

Frequently Used Software Systems

Table 13 shows some frequently used software systems used in clone detection research.
Although many of the studies use several versions of a particular system, we just list the
name of the system and provide approximate size in lines of code (LOC). We see that Linux
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Kernel has been used most covering different areas, starting from validation of techniques
to refactoring. Similarly, we see that some systems (e.g., ArgoUML and DNSJava) are
particularly used in analyzing the maintenance issues of clones (e.g., harmfulness of clones,
ratio of consistent and inconsistent changes etc.).
Table 13: Frequently Used Software Systems in Clone Detection Research
Software

Size(Approx.) Language

Linux Kernel or part

3MLOC

C

JDK or part

570KLOC

Java

ArgoUML
DNSJava
Mozilla FireFox

118KLOC
25KLOC
1356KLOC

Java
Java
C/C++

Ant

141KLOC

Java

ANTLR

44KLOC

Java

Postgresql

235KLOC

C

FreeBSD

3MLOC

C

261KLOC

C

Carol

9KLOC

Java

SNNS

105KLOC

C

Apache
part

11

httpd

or

Purpose

Citations

Technique Validation
Visualization
Bug-detection
Clone Evolution
Clone Coverage
Taxonomy
Software Evolution
Technique Validation
Taxonomy
Refactoring

[169] [24] [116] [122]
[114] [113] (SCSI)
[115]
[8] [166]
[47]
[125]
[181]
[116] [122] [163] [213] [190]
[22]
[20] [21] [25, 112] (buffer library)
[9] [155] [23]
[9] [137] [136] [171]
[19] [91]
[92] [91]
[71]
[23] [105] [104]
[106] [104]
[190]
[22]
[105] [106]
[153] [169] [35] [36] [10]
[123]

Maintenance Analysis
Maintenance Analysis
Clone Evolution
Change couplings
Tracking Clones
Maintenance Analysis
Refactoring
Technique Validation
Taxonomy
Refactoring
Technique Validation
Clone
Analysis/Visualization
Technique Validation
Technique Validation
Taxonomy
Maintenance Analysis
Clone Evolution
Maintenance Analysis
Technique Validation
Reference Data

[167] [169] [122]
[163] [169]
[127]
[123]
[137]
[155] [136]
[153] [10] [36]
[215]

Evaluation of Clone Detection Techniques

As we see in the previous sections, there are plenty of clone detection techniques and their
corresponding tools, and therefore, a comparison of these techniques/tools is worth much
in order to pick the right technique for a particular purpose of interest. There are several
parameters with which the tools can be compared. These parameters are also know as clone
detection challenges. In the following we list some of the parameters we use for comparing
the different tools/techniques:
• Portability: The tool should be portable in terms of multiple Languages and dialects.
Having thousands of programming languages in use with several dialects for many
of them, a clone detection tool is expected to be portable and easily configurable
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for different types of languages and dialects tackling the syntactic variations of those
languages.
• Precision: The tool should be sound enough so that it detect less number of false
positives i.e., the tool should find duplicated code with higher precision.
• Recall: The tool should be capable of finding most (or even all) of the clones of a
system of interest. Often, duplicated fragments are not textually similar. Although
editing activities on the copied fragments may disguise the similarity with the original,
a cloning relationship may exist between them. A good clone detection tool will be
robust enough in identifying such hidden cloning relationship so that it can detect
most or even all the clones of the subject system.
• Scalability: The tool should be capable of finding clones from large code bases as
duplication is the most problematic in large and complex system. The tool should
handle large and complex systems with efficient use of memory.
• Robustness: A good tool should be robust in terms of the different editing activities
(c.f., Section 11.2) that might be applied on the copied fragment so that it can detect
different types of clones with higher precision and recall.

11.1

Higher Level Evaluation of the Detection Approaches

Before going to the actual experimental evaluation of the different tools, in Table 14 we provide a higher level comparison of the detection approaches in terms of portability, precision,
recall and scalability based on our study in Section 10.
We see that text-based techniques (line-based and parameterized line-based in the table)
are easily adaptable to different languages of interest as such techniques need at most lexers
of these languages. Precision of this approach is also very good as clones are determined
by textual similarity. However, this approach cannot detect many clones of the system that
are produced with some of the editing activities (c.f. Section 11.2). The scalability of this
approach on the other hand depends on the comparison algorithm and optimizations used.
Token-based techniques are bit language dependent as they need at least a lexer (and
sometimes transformation rules) for the language of interest. Although, their precision is
low (return many false positives due to the normalization and application of transformation
rules) the recall and scalability of these techniques are high. They can detect most clones
and using suffix tree algorithm they are scalable enough to tackle token sequences of large
systems.
Although parse-tree based techniques are not good while considering the portability,
recall and scalability, they are good at detecting real clones with high precision. As these
techniques focus on the structural property of the source code, very few false positives
are returned. Similarly, PDG-based techniques focus on both the structural, data and
control flow properties of the source code fragments and therefore, return very few false
positives. However, they are mostly language-dependent (needs PDG generator) and not
scalable (Graph matching is too costly). Metrics-based techniques, on the other hand,
are good enough both in terms of precision and recall with high scalability. However, these
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techniques also need to generate AST/PDG from the source and therefore, heavily language
dependent.
The hybrid approach of using suffix trees on ASTs is as scalable as the token-based
techniques while providing high precision. However, its portability and recall are still the
same as the usual tree-based techniques.
Table 14: Higher level comparison of the detection approaches
Approach

Portability

Precision

Recall

Scalability

Line-based

High, needs lexer
at most

Low, only finds exact copies

Depends on Comparison algorithms

Parameterized
line based

High, needs lexer
at most

100%, No false positives as checks for
exact copies
Medium, may return false +ves

Disagreement
among researchers

Token-based

Medium,
Needs
lexer transformation rules

Medium, can detect only exact
and parameterized
clones
High, can detect
most clones

Parse-tree
based

Low, needs parser

Depends, how comparison is made

PDG-based

Low, needs PDG
generator

Low, cannot detect
all types of clones,
however,
several
approaches taken
to overcome this
Medium,
cannot
detect all clones

Metrics-based

Low,
needs
parser/PDG
generator to get
metrics values

Medium,
cannot
detect many clones

AST + Suffix
tree

Low, needs parser

High, after getting
metrics
values,
needs only to compare the metrics
values for each
begin-end block
High, applies suffix
tree comparison on
AST nodes

11.2

Low, due to normalization and/or
transformation returns many false
+ves
High,
parse-tree
considers
structural info also

High,
considers
structural
and
semantic info too
Medium, two code
blocks with similar
metrics values may
not be same

High,
considers
structural info

Low, cannot detect
all clones

High with suffixtree algorithm

Low, graph matching is costly

Higher Level Robustness of the Detection Approaches

As mentioned before, a good tool should be robust enough in dealing with the different
editing activities that can be applied on the copied fragments. In the following, we list
them in the most general form:
• Variation in Layout(VOfLayout): When a code segment is copied, it is very usual that
there might be some sort of variations in the visual organization of the source code,
i.e., how the source code is organized in terms of comments, indentation, blank lines
and the position of the different program elements. In the following we list them in
details:
– Variations in Whitespace (VWSpace): In the copied code fragment, there might
be an editing activity in terms of inserting or removing whitespace (tabs, new
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lines etc.). A good tool should ignore such whitespace in its detecting algorithm as insertion/deletion of whitespace does not affect on the functionality of
the copied fragment. Copied fragments with such whitespace alternations are
definitely exact clone and hence falls in the category of Typ I clone.
– Variations in Comments (VCom): Comments can be added or removed or modified in the copied fragment. A good tool should be robust enough in dealing with
comments either by ignoring them in both fragments or by considering them in
detection algorithm. Whatever the option is, proper treatment should be taken
care of. While most of the available techniques ignore comments, Marcus and
Maletic [177] consider comments as a significant hint in detecting high level
semantic clones. There is also some metric-based approaches (e.g., [178] ) that
consider the volume and layout of comments in calculating the metrics. However,
any sort of alternation of comments should not affect the detection techniques as
the copied fragments with comments alternations are definitely exact clone and
hence falls in the category of Typ I clones.
– Variations in Code Elements’ Positions (VCEPos): Sometimes the copied fragment is codified (i.e., proper indentation) to a well organized structure by changing the position of some code elements (e.g., begin/end symbols of a block/loop)
within the same line (intra-line) or between different lines (inter-lines). Intra-line
position changing is basically the alternations of whitespace (with no line breaks)
between the program elements within a line and thus, may not be problematic
for a clone detector. Whereas inter-line position changing may affect a detection
approach (e.g., line-by-line approach is affected). However, even if there is an
inter-line position changing, the copied fragment is still the same as the original
with respect to functionality and are definitely exact clone and therefore, falls in
the category of Typ I clone. A good clone detector should detect such clones as
Type I clones.
• Renaming of Identifiers (RenamOfIden): Consistent renaming of the identifiers (variable names, method names, literal values, types etc.) can easily be made in the copied
code fragment without changing the program structure by keeping the syntactic, corrective and semantic similarity. Clones of this type are classified as Typ II clones.
Typ II clones has the same potential as of the exact clones in terms of the applicable
reengineering opportunities such as refactoring. A clone detection tool is expected
to have especial treatments for detecting Typ II clones without leaving any kind of
manual preprocessing and/or postprocessing for the user.
• Code Modifications/Insertions/Deletions (Code M/I/D): A copied fragment may be
modified by changing its existing statement(s) or completely new statement(s) may
be added to it or even existing statement(s) may be deleted from it as per the requirements of the developer. As a result of such activities, the copied fragment may loose
the textual, lexical, syntactical and/or even semantical similarities with the original.
Clones produced with such activities are classified as Typ III clones. A good clone
detection tool should be robust enough to deal with such editing activities so as to
detect and report Typ III clones (along with the editing activities made).
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• Reordering of Statements (ReordOfStat): Some statements can be reordered in the
copied fragment without changing the program behavior and correctness (i.e., no loss
of semantics) while losing textual, lexical and structural (e.g., syntactical) similarities
compare to the original. A reordering of one source line/statement can be seen as
a deletion followed by an insertion of that particular line/statement and therefore,
clones produced with such activities can be classified as Typ III clones. On the other
hand, as the semantics of the code segments is unchanged, these types of clones can
also be treated as Type IV clones. A good clone detection tools should efficiently
smells such reordered statements and report such fragments as clones.
• Variations in Code Structure (VOfCoStruct): A copied fragment can be modified
extensively by changing the structure of the fragment. For example, a code segment
with a while loop can easily be changed to a code segment with a for loop without
violating the semantic meaning of the copied segment compare to the original. A
copied fragment can be made completely different from the original with respect to
textual and/or syntactical similarity by changing its various control statements to their
alternative ones supported by that particular language. As these kind of alternations
of code structures are related to the semantic similarity, the clones produced by these
activities are definitely Typ IV clones. On the other hand, a minor such changes
within a copied fragment may produce Typ III clones. A good clone detection tool
is expected to be sound enough to detect such semantic clones. However, detecting
semantic clones is undecidable in general.
In Table 15 we provide an overall robustness summary of different approaches. However,
this overall generic ranking of different approaches w.r.t. robustness is not always true. For
example, making AST after normalization of code on various levels might increase the
robustness on the different changes mentioned above.

11.3

Tool Evaluation Experiments from the Literature

Literature is not only enriched with several clone detection techniques but also with several
experiments of tool comparison/evaluation in terms of portability, precision, recall and scalability. In this section, we provide a summary of the available tool comparison experiments
from the literature.
One of the first experiments is conducted by Bailey and Burd [44] who compared three
clone detection tools, CCFinder [122], CloneDR [31] and Covet (re-implementation of [178]
by Bailey and Mayrand) and two plagiarism detectors JPlag [192] and Moss [5].
At first they validated all the clone candidates of the subject application obtained with
all the techniques of their experiment and made a human oracle which was then used for
comparing the different techniques in terms of several metrics to measure various aspects
of the found clones, such as scope (i.e., within the same file or across file boundaries)
including the recall and precision of the tools. For the manual validation phase and the clone
candidates, they considered several attributes such as similar or identical control flow and
layout (e.g., two functions both contained the same number of if-statements testing similar
conditions), similar or identical method names (e.g., saveGraph() and saveGINGraph()),
similar or identical variables and similar or identical comment blocks. In Table 16 we
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Table 15: Higher level robustness of the detection approaches w.r.t. editing activities
Approach

VOfLayout

RenamOfIden

ReordOfStat

Code M/I/D

VOfCoStruct

Stringbaed

High,
affect

doesn’t

Low, look for line
by line matching

Low,
fails

Low, matching
completely fails

Tokenbased

High,
affect

doesn’t

Low, look for
exact matching
unless
normalization applied,
however,
with
parameterized
match its robustness is high as
well
High, normalization of identifiers
make them same

High, automatically ignores by
the parser
High, ignores by
the PDG generator
Medium/High?,
ignores
before
metrics
generation

Low,
especial
treatment and/or
postprocessing
required
Low,
structure
changes

Low,
matches
tokens

Tree-based

Medium, especial
treatment and/or
post processing
required
Low,
structure
changes
High, considers
data and control
flow info
Medium, metrics
values might be
similar

Medium

High, again considers the semantic info
Medium, metrics
values
might
still
closer

Low,
structure
changes

Low,
structure
changes

PDG-based

Metricsbased

AST + Suffix tree

High, ignores

High,
ignores
identifier
information
High, ignores

Depends, if metrics are generated
from AST/PDG
then ignores, if
directly
from
source code, then
may affect
High, ignores

matching

Medium, metrics
values may not
change a lot

misof

Low, structure
changes

Low, structure
changes

provide the precision and recall of the five tools from Burd and Bailey’s tool comparison
experiment.
Table 16: Precision and recall from Burd and Bailey’s Experiment (from [44])
Precision
Recall

CCFinder

CloneDr

Covet

JPlag

Moss

72%
72%

100%
9%

63%
19%

82%
12%

73%
10%

As can be noticed, the AST-based tool CloneDR shows 100% precision indicating that
this tool does not produce any false positives in its detected clones. However, the recall of
CloneDR is the lowest (9%) which essentially implies that this tool is not good for finding
the clones from a system where the concern is to find all or majority of the clones of that
system. Although, the metrics-based tool Covet is reasonable in terms of recall (19%)
compare to the other tools (except CCFinder), it shows the lowest precision (63%) than the
others. It is interesting to note that the plagiarism detection tools JPlag and Moss show kind
of similar precisions and recalls compare to the clone detection tools although these tools
detect clones across different files only. The token-based tool CCFinder seems to be the most
appropriate in finding clones. It shows the highest recall (72%) with a huge difference than
other tools and in the same time the precision is also reasonable (72%), only produces 28%
false positives of the found candidate clones while detecting most of the clones (only missing
28%) of the system. However, their case study is based on only one medium size system
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(16K LOC). Although they were able to verify all the clone candidates, the limitation of the
case study in terms of system quantity and size makes their finding questionable. Moreover,
the intention of their analysis was to assist the preventative maintenance tasks, which may
also had an influence in validating the candidate clones.
Probably, considering the limitations of Burd and Bailey’s study, Bellon conducted a
larger tool comparison experiment [36, 34] with the same three clone detection tools that
used in Burd and Bailey’s study (Mayrand et al.’s CLAN is directly used in Bellon’s study
where not only the metrics but also the tokens and their textual images are compared to
identify Typ I and Typ II clones) and with three more additional tools, one more tokenbased tool, Dup [18], one PDG-based tool, Duplix [156] and one text-based tool, Duploc
[74]. They also applied diversity in choosing the software systems, 4 Java and 4 C systems
in the range of totalling almost 850KLOC.
In Table 17, a summary of the Bellon’s experiment is presented in terms of precision,
recall, speed, RAM and the types of clones detected for each of the tools. The data is
reported at an ordinal scale –, -, +, ++ where – is worst and ++ is best (exact measures
can be found in the corresponding papers). In some cases what(?) symbols are used to
represent that they were unsure about that particular measure. As in the study of Burd
and Bailey, a human oracle was formed with the candidate clones from all the tools and
then manual verifying. However, Bellon was able to verify only 2% of the candidate clones
due to his time limit.
Table 17: Summary of Bellon’s tool comparison experiment (adapted from [35])
Based On
AST
Token
PDG
Metrics
Line

Tool
Name
CloneDr
Dup
CCFinder
Duplix
CLAN
Duploc

Precision
+
+
-

Recall
+
+
+

RAM
+
+
+
++
?

Speed
++
+
–
++
?

Typ I
+
++
++
–
+
+

Clone Types
Typ II
Typ III
–
X
+
–
++
–
+
–
–
–

From Table 17, it is clear that no tool is good enough both in terms of precision and
recall. In fact, precision and recall is complementary for each of the tool except PDG-based
Duplix where both reported as worst. While CloneDR and CLAN (with token and textual
comparison) shows high precision, their recall is very low and vice versa for the other tools.
RAM and Speed are closely related and found very high for the metrics-base tool CLAN,
and high for token-based tools, Dup and CCFinder. PDG-based tool Duplix is reported as
very bad in terms of speed.
Interesting results can be observed in the case of produced types of clones also. It
is observed that most of the tools (except Duplix) can detect Typ I and Typ II clones.
Additionally, CCFinder, CLAN and Duploc can also detect Typ III clones whereas Duplix
can only detect Typ III clones. In this experiment, the metrics-based tool CLAN shows
better precision in the sense that Bellon also compared the tokens and textual images of
the functions for which metrics values were compared.
Bellon’s experiment [34, 35] has been reused by Koschke et al. [153] for evaluating their
new AST-suffix tree based tool, cpdetector. To see how good their new tool is, not only
in terms of precision and recall but also in runtime, they developed some variants of the
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existing tools. For example, ccdiml is a variant of Baxter’s CloneDR, clones is a variant of
Baker’s Dup and cscope is a variant of clones with an addition post-processing step of finding
syntactic clones. While they reused the tools of Bellon’s experiment they worked only with
4 C systems as their developed tools were only suitable for C systems and provided detail
results for only one system, SNNS 4.2, a neural network simulator.
In Table 18, a summary of the Koschke et al.’s experiment for SNNS is presented in
terms of precision, recall, number of candidates found, running time (second) and the types
of clones detected for each of the tools. The data is reported at an ordinal scale of –, -,
+-,+, ++, +++ where – is worst and +++ is best (exact measures can be found in the
corresponding paper). In some cases what(?) symbols are used to represent that they were
unsure about that particular measure.
Table 18: Summary of Koschke et al.’s experiment (based on [153] and [35])
Tool

Based On
AST

Token
ASST
PDG
Metrics
Line

Name
CloneDr
ccdiml
Dup
CCFinder
clones
cscope
cpdetector
Duplix
CLAN
Duploc

Precision Recall

No.
Candidates

++
+
+
+
–
+
+++
+

1434
18245
8978
18961
32975
17758
4852
12181
318
5212

–
+
+++
+++–
–
-

of

Running
time

–
+++
+
++
++
+
–
++
?

Clone Types

Typ I
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
–
++
++

Typ II
++
+
++
+
+
+
–
+
-

Typ III
X
–
–
++
–

From Table 18 we see more or less the same statistics as of Bellon’s experiment for the
common tools. We see that the AST-based tool ccdiml shows a good recall contrary to
our previous beliefs for AST-based tools. However, still the average recall for the tokenbased tools is almost double than the AST-based tools (while no token-based tools get a
minus, AST-based CloneDR gets double minus). On the other hand, in terms of precision,
the token-based tools are not that good compare to the AST-based or metrics-based tools.
Although, clones is a variant of Dup, it shows very low precision while Dup shows good
precision. Unlike Dup, clones is pure token-based and does not depend on layout (e.g.,
line breaks). However, the detection of Typ I and Typ II clones must be performed in a
post-processing steps.
With respect to the number of candidates found for SNNS, clones found 71% more clones
than CCFinder. It is worth to note that CCFinder was the best tool in Bellon’s experiment
in terms of finding candidate clones. While the metrics-based tool CLAN is the worst in
finding candidate clones, token-based tools can find almost doubles than AST-based tools.
In terms of running time, metrics-based tool CLAN is very good and so the token-based
tools. PDG-based Duplix is found to be worst in terms of running time.
As of Bellon’s experiment, we see that all the tools except PDG-based Duplix are good
at detecting Typ I clones and ccdiml and CCFinder are very good in detecting both Typ I
and Typ II clones. Although Duplix is not good for detecting Typ I and Typ II, it is good at
detecting Typ III clones. Almost all the remaining tools are not good in detecting Typ III
clones. We also see that CloneDR was unable to find any Typ III clones in their experiment.
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Rysselberghe and Demeyer [200] evaluate three representative detection techniques,
string matching [74], token matching [18, 122] and metric fingerprints [178, 146]. After
having reference implementations for each of the approach in Java, they use five small to
medium (under 10KLOC) sized cases for evaluating the techniques in terms of portability, kinds of duplication reported, scalability, number of false matches, number of useless
matches (matches which are not worth to be removed by means of refactoring) and number
of recognizable matches (matches that are easily recognizable). In Table 19 a summary of
their results is provided where the number of symbols indicates the comparative degree of
satisfaction of the property studied and where positive properties are marked with + and
negative with −. The additional symbols placed between brackets denote the additional
impact when using block-granularity.
Table 19: Summary of Rysselberghe and Demeyer’s experiment (from [200])
Approach

Portability Duplication

Scalability
False

Simple
Line
Parm. Line

+++++

general lines

+

+++

+++

Token suffix tree
Metrics finger print

++

general line
block
general token
block
functional entity

Matches: No. of
Useless
Recognizable
− − −−
+

−

++++

++

++++

+++

− − (−−)

− − (−−)

+++++

As can be seen their findings are more or less similar to the previous studies with
some exceptions. Rather than quantitative evaluation of the detection techniques, their
intention was to determine the suitability of the clone detection techniques for a particular
maintenance task (e.g., refactoring). They also evaluate the different techniques with respect
to 1. suitability (can a candidate be manipulated by a refactoring tool?), 2. relevance (is
there a priority which of the matches should be refactored first?), 3. confidence (can one
solely rely on the results of the code cloning tool, or is manual inspection necessary?), and
4. focus (does one have to concentrate on a single class or is it also possible to assess an
entire project?) [201]. In Table 20 we provide a summary of their findings.
From Table 20, it is clear that metric fingerprint techniques are best suitable to work
with a refactoring tool as these techniques identify duplicated code or scope blocks (e.g.,
function body) which can readily be refactored with straightforward refactorings like “pull
up method” and “move method”. No significant difference is noticed between the approaches
with respect to Relevance and Focus. All the techniques provide only clone length and
filename information of the returned clones. This information is not sufficient for a real
assessment of the relevant clones (No difference w.r.t. Relevance). On the other hand, all
the techniques can analyze entire projects as well as more fine grained entities like packages
or classes (No difference w.r.t. Focus). Simple line matching only targets the exact matches
and hence does not suffer from the Confidence problem whereas all other techniques may
return false matches and a manual inspection is required to find the real clones. Although
metric fingerprint is best suitable for a refactoring tool and simple line matching finds
clones with high confidence, they are not good in providing more refactoring opportunities.
They both return limited number of clones compare to the other two. Parameterized line
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Table 20: Evaluation of the techniques from a refactoring perspective
Approach

Suitability

Relevance

Confidence

Focus

Refac. Opportunities

Simple
Line

Low, no block
boundaries,
so
in-depth manual
inspection
is
required
Low, no block
boundaries

No difference

High, only exact
matches are targeted

No Difference

Medium,
finds only exact matches

No.
ence

Low,
return
matches

may
false

No difference

Token suffix tree

Low, no block
boundaries

No difference

No difference

Metrics finger print

High, identifies
duplicated code
or scope block
(e.g.,
function
body)
which
can readily be
refactored

No.
ence

Medium,
targets only exact
&
one-to-one
matching
Low,
returns
false matches,
manual inspection is required

High,
finds
more matches
with
more
false matches
High,
finds
exact and parameterized
matches
Low,
finds
only limited
matches

Parm. Line

differ-

differ-

No difference

matching returns more clones but with more false positives than parameterized matching
with suffix trees. Parameterized matching with suffix trees returns both the exact clones
and parameterized clones following a one-to-one mapping of the identifiers and literals and
hence returns very few false positives but more matches compare to other classical lineby-line matching. Therefore, with respect to refactoring activities, parameterized matching
with suffix trees approach is rated best in this study.
Another interesting study has been conducted by Bruntink et al. [41] where several
clone detection techniques are evaluated in terms of finding cross-cutting concerns [133] in
C programs with homogeneous implementations. Three clone detection techniques namely
token-based CCFinder [122], AST-based ccdiml [35] (variant of Baxter’s CloneDR. [31]) and
PDG-based PGD-DUP [140] are used in this study in order to find cross-cutting concerns.
Some well known cross-cutting concerns such as error handling, tracing, pre and post condition checking, and memory error handling were targeted to find in their study. Their study
showed that both ccdiml and CCFinder can find null-pointer and error handling concerns
while ccdiml can find the range checking concern too. On the other hand, PDG-DUP finds
cross-cutting concerns that could not be found with ccdiml or CCFinder. PDG-DUP can
efficiently finds tracing and memory handling concerns.
Unfortunately, there are no comparisons that cover the most recent tools such as CPMiner or CCFinderX, DCCFinder or Deckard. However, Jiang et al. [116] claim that their
tool Deckard is more scalable and accurate than CloneDR and CP-Miner. They apply these
three tools to JDK and Linux kernel and compare Deckard with CloneDR and CP-Miner
considering several parameters. Their studies show that Deckard finds more clones than the
other two. It is also more scalable than CloneDR, which is also tree-based and as scalable as
the token-based CP-Miner. Although an independent comparison study is not available for
the recent tools, it is commonly agreed by all the above mentioned studies that there is no
approach or tool overtopping all others. All approaches have their distinct advantages and
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drawbacks and further improvement or more hybrid approach is required for overcoming
the limitations of the techniques while preserving the the strengths.

12

Visualization of Clones

Almost all the clone detection tools report clone information in the form of clone pairs
and/or clone classes in a textual format where only the basic information about the clones
such as the file name, line number, starting position, ending position of clones are provided.
The returned clones also differ in several contexts such as types of clones, degree of similarity,
granularity and size. Moreover, there are huge amount of clones in large systems (For
example, CCFinder resulted 13,062 clone pairs for Apache httpd [127]). Because of the
insufficient information on the returned clones, their various contexts and huge amount, the
visualization of clones becomes difficult. For the proper use of the detected clones, especially
for clone management, the aid of a sound visualization tool is crucial. In the following we
list some of the visualization approaches that have been proposed in the literature.
One of the popular approaches is the scatter plot [52] visualization of clones in the form
of two-dimensional charts where all software units are listed on both axes [211, 74, 18, 196].
A dot is used if two software units are similar for providing the clone pair information as a
diagonal line segment with different granularities of software units. Scatter-plots are useful
to select and view clones, as well as zoom in on regions of the plot. However, the scalability
issue limits its applicability to visualize clones of many software units. This limitation is
overcome by providing an enhanced scatter plot by Higo et al. [104]. They show that
enhanced scatter plot is also good in understanding the state of the clones over different
versions of a software. Another significant benefit of enhanced scatter-plot over the classical
scatter plots [18, 74, 196] is that uninteresting code clones are automatically filtered out
before displaying the results. Moreover, the directory (package) separators are differently
shown from the file ones. This variation in separators enables users to know the boundaries
of directories, to find out directories that contain many clones and directories that share
many clones with other directories.
Johnson [119] has applied Hasse diagrams for visualizing cloning relationships (textual
similarity) between files. A Hasse diagram is consisted of nodes and edges. For each of the
clones and its related cluster of files, the copied source text and the source files are shown
as nodes and the relation between clones are shown as edges. The height of a node in the
graph is determined by its size, the large files or code segments are towards the bottom,
similar segments of code towards the top.
Later on Johnson has proposed to navigate the web of files and clone classes via hyperlinked web pages [117]. The hyperlink functionality of HTML enables users to jump freely
between source files having clone relations with each other or fragments included in the
same clone set. Although hyperlink properties are very nice to navigate users, there is no
functionality to see the state of code clones over the system. This approach also lacks the
overview and selection features to find one’s way in the mass of duplication data.
In addition to scatter-plots, Gemini [105], that uses the output of CCFinder, also provides visualization through metrics graphs and file similarity tables. It allows one to browse
the code clones either pair by pair or using clone classes. Aries [106] (which is also based
on the output of CCFinder), is a refactoring support environment for clones using metric
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based querying. Users can query for clones matching a variety of metrics and thresholds.
While Aries provides the capability to refine the displayed clones using queries, it does not
support data set refinement or views mapping clones to system architecture.
Lanza and Ducasse’s polymetric views [162] have been successfully used in visualizing
clones by Rieger et al. [196]. They also focus on to visualize cloning relationships in order
to find out the parts of the systems that are in a cloning relationships and the parts of the
system that contain many clones. Polymetric views allow one to investigate the clones of
a system at different levels of abstraction, thus, providing progressively more information
about the cloning in the software.
A clone comprehension tool, CLICS is developed by Kapser et al. [127]. CLICS uses
the output of CCFinder and a taxonomy of clone types [126] to categorize clones and
generate statistics about different types of clones in the system. CLICS is designed to display
the structures in the source files and the system architecture with cloning information.
Such visualization enables users to obtain cloning information that they are interested in.
Moreover, CLICS provides query-based visualization of clones. Scatter plot visualization
was not implemented in CLICS because of it limited scalability.
Tairas et al. [207] provides an Eclipse plug-in for displaying the results of CloneDR.
Their approach extends AJDT visualizer 3 and provides a different approach than scatter
plots in visualizing clones. The integration of CloneDR with Eclipse allows the tools to take
advantage of the rich environment of the IDE, which offers frameworks for wizards, views
and editor connections.
Extending GUESS [1] Adar and Kim [2] provide a code clone exploration tool, SoftGUESS. It consists of a code library and a number of mini-applications that supports the
analysis of code-clones in the context of system dependencies, authorship information, package structures and other system features. SoftGUESS supports the visualization of code
clones in a single version of a program as well as views of changing clone over multiple
versions of the program.
Jiang et al. [114] has extended the concept of coupling and cohesion to code cloning
by visualizing the clone relations in the architecture level. Their framework is useful in
generating data to investigate and manage cloning activities within and across subsystems.
Jiang and Hassan [113] have also proposed a framework for understanding clone information
in large software systems. They use a data mining technique framework that mines clone
information from the clone candidates produced by CCFinder. First, a lightweight textual
similarity is applied to filter out false positive clones. Second, various levels of system
abstraction are used for further scaling down the filtered clone candidates. Finally, an
interactive visualization is provided to present, explore and query the clone candidates as
with the directory structure of a software system.
In Table 21, a summary of the different visualization approaches are shown. As we see
from the table each of the approach has different types of source code granularities, i.e.,
code segment(CC), File(FE) and subsystems(SS), and clone relations i.e.,clone pair (CP),
clone class (CC) & super clone(SC).
3

http://www.eclipse.org/ajdt
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Table 21: Different Types of Clone Visualizations (adapted from [114])
Citations

Rieger et al.
[196]

Ueda et al. [211]
Jiang et al.
[114]
Johnson [119]
Helfman [103]
Johnson [117]
Kapser & Godfrey [123]

13

Visualization Type
Scatter Plot
Duplication Web
Tree Map
System Model View
CC Family Enumeration
Scatter Plot
File Similarity Graph
Metric Graph
Cohesion and Coupling

Granularity
CS FE SS
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Clone Relation
CP CC SC
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Hass Diagram
Scatter Plot
Hyper-linked Web
Dependency Graph

+
-

+
+

+
+
-

+

+
+
-

-

Removal, Avoidance and Management of Code Clones

A primary purpose of clone detection is to remove them from the system via refactoring
for improving the system’s quality. However, it may also be possible to avoid clones right
from the beginning in the development process. Rather than removing, existing clones can
also be managed in the evolution of a system. In the following subsections we discuss these
issues in short:

13.1

Removal of Code Clones

One of the major objectives of detecting clones is to remove them from the software system
through (automatic) refactoring. With clone refactoring, we can decrease the complexity,
reduce potential sources of errors emerging from duplicated code, and increase understandability of software systems.
The simplest way of refactoring clones is Exact Method refactoring [78, 107, 212, 121,
142, 31, 145] that replaces the cloned code by a function call to a newly created function
created from the shared code of the clone fragments. Type I and Type II clones, where
clones are exact copies or differ only in identifiers are suitable for such simple functional
abstraction. Fanta and Rajlich [78] remove function and class clones from industrial objectoriented code by reengineering scenarios obtained with the aid of automated restructuring
tools. Higo et al.’s CCShaper [107] filters the output of CCFinder to find good candidates
for the Extract Method and Pull Up Method refactoring patterns. Higo et al. [106] also
use metrics calculated from clone information and architectural data, and remove clones
with Extract Method and Pull Up Method refactorings. Komondoor and Horwitz developed
a semantics preserving procedure extraction algorithm that works on PDG-based clones
[143, 142]. Because of the semantic-based approach, clones with statement reordering can
also be refactored with their tool. After detecting clones with an AST-based approach,
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Juillerat & Hirsbrunner [121] also use the Extract Method refactoring for Java language. In
addition to consecutive statements, their method removes clones hidden in sub-expressions.
Moreover, for object-oriented systems, Replace Conditional with Polymorphism refactoring
may also be applied [201].
However, all the above refactorings impose some kind of restricted preconditions. For
example, the Extract Method refactoring is applicable only to the clones of consecutive statements. Although, in some cases, it is possible to reorder the statements [142], limitations
of the programming language, such as inability of Java to pass back multiple values, can
make such a refactoring impossible. Similarly, for Pull Up Method refactoring, the shared
code must have method granularity and that they have a common superclass.
It may be possible to use macros to replace cloned code provided that the programming language in question has a preprocessor [31]. It is also possible to use conditional
compilation if a preprocessor is available. However, new problems may be introduced if
there is excessive use of macros and conditional compilation. As compiler is not able to
check for certain common mistakes in presence of macros and as macros may obfuscate the
source code, developers normally avoid introducing macros [76]. Alternative approaches
of solving cloning problem are therefore proposed in the design level. One may use the
design patterns to avoid clones by better design [21, 20]. Balazinska et al. have developed
a clone reengineering tool, called CloRT [22, 21]. CloRT finds clones using software metrics
and a dynamic pattern matching algorithm, determines whether the Strategy or Template
design pattern applies to these clones, factors out the common parts of the methods, and
parameterizes the differences with respect to the design patterns. However, this approach
is largely manual and requires human expertise.
Finding clones in web documents, and resolving them using the traditional reuse techniques of dynamic web sites has also been proposed by Synytskyy et al. [205]. They
use a multi-pass approach to resolve clones incrementally, using several different resolution
methods, resolving each clone encountered with the most appropriate resolution method
available. However, their method works only with identical clones.
Although automatic support for clone refactoring has been proposed (e.g., [21]) and,
sometimes, clones tend to be refactored during software evolution [8], refactoring of clones
is a risky activity and potential source of faults. For this reason, developers are almost
always reluctant in performing it [57]. As an alternative approach optimization of clone
refactoring with constraints and conditions can applied [39].

13.2

Avoidance of Code Clones

Clones are considered harmful in software maintenance (for a counter argument and details
c.f., Section 5) and should be removed or detected at least. However, it would have been
much better if there is no clone at all in the developed system so that we would not have to
think about neither removal nor detection of clones. The idea is to use a clone detection tool
in the normal development process to avoid cloning in the software right from the beginning.
There are two ways of how to use a clone detection tool in the development process [158]
for avoiding clones. One way is the preventive control where a new function is added to the
system only after being confirmed that this new function is not a clone to any existing one
or there are specific reasons of adding that function as a clone to the system. The other way
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is the problem mining where any modification to a function must be consistently propagated
to all of its similar functions in the system. Therefore, no clones are created unnecessarily,
and the probability of update anomalies is reduced significantly. A very similar idea of
“Code Clone Change Conflict Detection (C4D)” is described by Borkowski [38].

13.3

Management of Code Clones

An alternative way of clone removal or avoidance is the management of clones in the software
systems. Refactoring of some existing clones may not always be practical, feasible or costeffective (c.f., Section 5). However, it is possible to manage or track the existing clones either
in individual version or evolving versions of a system. One of the first attempts towards
this approach is simultaneous editing that simplifies the repetitive text editing tasks of a
system [182]. Regions to be linked (repetitive text records) are provided by the user through
selection or by specifying a text pattern. If any edit is made to any of the linked records,
the user can see equivalent edits applied simultaneously to all other records. A very similar
approach is proposed by Toomin et al. [208] for managing duplicated code with an editorbased interaction technique. With their tool Codelink, clone regions are manually selected
and linked together by a user. The tool can then provide enhanced visualization and editing
facilities to the programmer by allowing him or her to understand or modify many clones
as one.
Attempts have also been made to track the clones of the different versions of a software
system. Duala-Ekoko and Robillard [71] have proposed a tool called CloneTracker for
tracking clones in evolving software. For a particular software system, the output of a
clone detection tool is used to produce an abstract model of the clone regions for different
clone groups. This abstraction of clone regions is called, clone region descriptor (CRDs).
CRDs describe clone regions within methods in a robust way that is independent from
the exact text of the clone regions or its location in a file. Having the CRDs, their tool
can automatically track clones as code evolves, notify developers of modifications to clone
regions, and support simultaneous editing of clone regions. A similar attempt has been
undertaken by Chiu et al. [50]. However, there are several fundamental differences between
the two approaches. For example, instead of creating such CRDs they use the built-in
support for accommodating line changes, file renaming etc.
The shape of the code structure may vary depending on the shape of an organization
[54]. Thus, it may be beneficial to identify and understand the patterns of how a developing
team deals with duplicated code. These patterns can help in better understanding both
the project’s structure and its developing team, and thus, the cloning phenomenon [89].
Based on this motivation, Balint et al. [23] correlate code clones with time of modification
and with the developer that modified it for detecting the patterns of how developers copy.
Based on these patterns they develop a visualization tool called Clone Evolution View to
represent the evolution of code clones.
There is a recent work by Bakota et al. [19] that introduces some metrics for defining
the similarity mapping between the clones of the different versions of a system and based
on the mapping defines the notion of dynamic clone smells. The approach is validated with
the 12 versions of Mozilla Firefox internet browser.
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14

Evolution Analysis of Clones

Clones are hindrances to software evolution and its maintenance. There are also several
studies that look at how clones evolve in different versions of a software system. These
studies focus on the presence and dynamic behaviors of clones in the evolving versions of
software systems.
The analysis of clone evolution was first performed by Laguë et al. [158] for evaluating
whether a clone detection tool helps when integrated with the development process. The
clones of six versions of a large telecommunication system were analyzed to investigate how
function clones evolve with the evolution of the system. Specially, they checked how many
clones were added, modified and deleted in the next version compared to the previous one.
They also checked how many clones were never modified during the entire evolution process.
From their experiment, it is observed that with the evolution of the software, a significant
number of clones are removed but the overall number of clones increases over time in the
evolved system. However, they did not address how elements in a group of code clones
change with respect to other elements in the group.
For monitoring and predicting the evolution of clones, Antoniol et al. [7] propose a time
series by analyzing the clones of several versions of a medium scale software system. The
proposed model is validated with 27 subsequent versions of mSQL and found that it can
predict the clone percentage of subsequent release with an average error rate below 4%.
In a follow-up study, Antoniol et al. [8] analyzed the clones of different releases of
Linux Kernel and observed that cloning scope is mainly limited to subsystems. While most
of the clone groups are scattered within a subsystem, very few of them scattered across
subsystems. Moreover, it is noticed that a newly introduced architecture is often derived
from existing similar ones and therefore, shows a higher cloning rate. However, the overall
number of clones over versions seems stable as some clones are also removed during the
evolution process. Godfrey and Tu [96, 95] show similar results and conclude that cloning
is a common and steady practice in the Linux kernel.
A different strategy is applied in studying clone evolution by Kim et al. [136]. Rather
than the usual approaches of using the number of added, removed or modified clones in
each version, they studied clone genealogies, the evolution of clone groups over different
versions of a software system. They studied for example, how each element of a group of
clones are changed with respect to the other elements in the same group over the different
releases of a system. Based on the findings from the different releases of two open source
java systems, they have concluded that there are many volatile clones (c.f., Section 7.4.1)
in the system and an immediate refactoring of such short-lived clones is not required as
they may diverge from each other with the evolution of the system. Moreover, there exist
several long-lived clones (c.f., Section 7.4.2) in the system and a refactoring of such clones
may not be possible because of the limitations of programming languages.
Li et al. [169] also studied the clone evolution in Linux and FreeBSD while evaluating
their tool, CP-Miner [168]. Their study shows that cloning rate does increase steadily over
time. For a period of 10 years, the cloning rate has increased from about 17% to about
22% for the Linux kernel (similar observations for FreeBSD). However, the increasing rate
was limited to a few modules, drivers & arch in Linux and sys in FreeBSD, instead of the
entire system. As a supporting argument to this phenomenon, they mentioned that Linux
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supports more and more similar device drivers during that period.

15

Quality Analysis Based on Code Clones

Although it is generally agreed (not all cases, c.f., Section 5) that clones have a bad impact on
software maintenance, there are very few studies clarifying the impact of clones on software
quality attributes. To date only one study by Monden et al. [185] has been conducted for
evaluating the relation between clones and software quality attributes. They have studied
the impact of code clones on an industrial legacy system and attempted to derive relations
between clones and two quality attributes, namely, reliability and maintainability.
In order to evaluate the relation between code clones and reliability, they have used the
number of faults per line as a measure. On the other hand, for maintainability, they have
used revision numbers from the version system as a measure considering that modules with
higher revision numbers on average to be more difficult to maintain than others.
Their study shows some contradictory results for software reliability quality attribute.
Modules/files with code clones are on average 1.7 times more reliable than files/modules
without code clones. However, files/modules with larger clones are less reliable than others.
In the case of maintainability, the results support the usual hypothesis that clones have a
bad impact on software maintenance. Files/modules with code clones are less maintainable
than files/modules without code clones. The maintenance overhead increases linearly with
the increasing size of code clones. They explained this phenomenon with the fact that
files/modules with code clones are to be changed/updated frequently than files/modules
without clones and hence, less maintainable.
Mayrand et al. [178], as well as Lague et al. [158], document the cloning phenomenon
for the purpose of evaluating the quality of software systems; Lague et al. [158] have also
evaluated the benefits in terms of maintenance of the detection of cloned methods.

16

Applications and Related Research for Clone Detection

In addition to the immediate applications of clone detection techniques to clone refactoring, avoidance and management (c.f., Section 13), there are several other domains in which
clone detection techniques seem helpful. There are also some other areas related to clone
detection from which clone detection techniques themselves can get benefited. In this Section, we provide a list of applications and related works of clone detection research. Some
applications of clone detection are also pointed out in Section 4.

16.1

Plagiarism Detection

One of the closely related areas of clone detection is the plagiarism detection [203, 192,
83, 174, 111, 172, 33, 53]. In clone detection existing code is copied and then reused
with or without modifications or adaptations for various reasons (c.f., Section 2). On the
other hand, for plagiarism detection, copied code is disguised intentionally and therefore,
it is more difficult to detect. Clone detection techniques can be used in the domain of
plagiarism detection if extensive normalization is applied to the source code for comparison.
However, such normalization may produce lots of false positives. Clone detection tools
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such as token-based CCFinder [122] and metrics-based CLAN [180] have been applied in
detecting plagiarism. Unfortunately, to date it is not clear how good they are in doing so.
Clone detection techniques, on the other hand may benefit from plagiarism detection
tools. In a tool comparison study, Burd and Bailey [44] evaluate three clone detection tools
and two plagiarism detection tools, JPlag [192] and Moss [5]. From their study, it is found
that plagiarism detection tools show more or less similar precision and recall compared to
the clone detection tools even though these tools detect clones across files only. However,
plagiarism detection tools are designed to measure the degree of similarity between a pair
of programs in order to detect the degree of plagiarism between them and therefore, are
not well suited to use directly for clone detection from a performance point of view. Clone
detection tools work within the scope of intra and inter-file levels even with various clone
granularities. If the plagiarism detection tools are directly used to find code clones within
a single program, they need to compare all possible pairs of code fragments. A system with
n statements requires a total of O(n3 ) pairwise comparisons. This level of computational
complexity is impractical for very large systems [169].

16.2

Origin Analysis, Merging and Software Evolution

Clone detection techniques can be applied to origin analysis, merging and software evolution analysis. All of them are based on a comparison analysis between two software variants
(merging) or between two different versions of a system (origin analysis and evolution analysis). In this Section, we provide a brief introduction of how each of them are related to
clone detection research.
16.2.1

Origin Analysis

A closely related area of clone detection is the origin analysis [209] in which two versions of
a system are analyzed for deriving a model of where, how and why structural changes have
occurred. Clone detection techniques may help origin analysis research [225, 94] and in the
same time origin analysis techniques may assist clone detection research. As of plagiarism
detection, the critical difference between the scope of detection approaches makes them
infeasible to assist one another directly.
16.2.2

Merging

Another related research area to clone detection is the problem of merging [109] two existing
similar systems for producing a new one. Similar to origin analysis where two different
versions of a software system are analyzed, merging works with two different variants of
similar systems [94]. Again, for establishing the relation between the pair of systems, clones
from both the systems are compared and analyzed. Again, the comparison is only between
systems. Unlike clone detection, clone analysis within a system is irrelevant for merging.
However, both merging and clone detection require robust comparison techniques and each
of them can be benefited from other by sharing their comparison algorithms and analysis
approaches.
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16.2.3

Software Evolution

A very similar problem to origin analysis and merging is the software evolution analysis.
As of origin analysis, two or more different versions of a software systems are mapped
for finding a relation between them with a view to observe their evolution behavior. By
detecting clones from each of the versions and then mapping the similar clone groups such
a relation can be established [95, 209, 96, 199, 198].

16.3

Multi-version Program Analysis

Clone detection techniques can be used for multi-version program analysis and vice versa.
The fundamental requirement of multi-version program analysis is that the elements of
one version of a program be mapped to the elements of other version of that program.
For such mapping, a matching between the program elements of the two versions should be
established. Clone detection techniques can be used for establishing such matching relation,
and in the same time, other matching techniques [138] can be used for clone detection
research.

16.4

Bug Detection

There is also a close relation between clone detection and software bug detection. Especially,
copy-pasted software bugs can be successfully detected by clone detection tools [169, 115,
110]. However, it is not yet clear how bug detection techniques can help clone detection
research.

16.5

Aspect Mining

Clone detection can also be applied to aspect mining research [132, 224] and vice versa.
On a study by Bruntink et al. [41] clone detection techniques are evaluated for finding
cross-cutting concerns [133]. Their analysis shows that even though there is a fundamental
difference between clone detection and aspect mining, one can get benefited from the other.
Classical clone detection techniques are designed in finding similar code fragments based
on the program texts. On the other hand, a cross-cutting concern is scattered (or tangled)
in different places and their implementation might not be textually similar. Rather, crosscutting concerns tend to preserve semantic similarity between the scattered or tanged code
fragments and therefore, a semantic clone detection technique might be more effective in
finding aspects than the classic clone detectors. However, it is not yet clear how aspect
mining techniques can assist clone detection research.

16.6

Program Understanding

Clone detection techniques may assist in understanding a software system. As clones hold
important domain knowledge, one may achieve an overall understanding of the entire system by understanding the clones of a system. For example, Johnson [118] visualizes the
redundant substrings to ease the task of comprehending large legacy systems. Program
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comprehension techniques, such as search-based techniques [102, 189, 204] or concept analysis [191] may greatly help clone detection research. However, empirical evidence on the
effectiveness of such approaches to clone detection is required.

16.7

Code compacting

Clone detection techniques can be used for compact device (e.g., mobile devices) by reducing
the source code size [49, 61].

16.8

Malicious software Detection

The possibility of detecting malicious software with clone detection techniques has also been
investigated. By comparing one malicious software family to another, it is possible to find
the evidence where parts of one software system match parts of another [217]. Detecting selfmutating malware (a particular form of code obfuscation) with clone detection techniques
has also been attempted by Bruschi et al. [42]. However, it is not yet clear how malicious
detection techniques can be used in finding clones.

16.9

Copyright infringement

The problem of detecting source code copyright infringement is viewed as a code similarity
measuring problem between software systems. Clone detection tools can, therefore, be
applied or can easily be adapted in detecting copyright infringement [160, 18, 122, 99].

16.10

Product Line Analysis

Clone detection techniques may be used in the area of software product line analysis (PLA)
[48] by reengineering existing systems. Software product line (SPL) is a well known engineering technique with which product families are developed easily from existing reusable
software assets using a common means of production. Clone detection technique can be used
in obtaining a SPL from existing systems [139] or managing a product line [32]. Koleilat
and Shaft [139] use clone detection tools for product line analysis. After identifying a family of applications (for their case, a device driver family from the Linux Kernel was used),
they determine whether the applications exhibit reusable assets. They use CCFinder to
visualize the whole Linux driver subsystem and identify the families with large amount of
cloning assuming that higher the cloning rate the more chances of the existence of reusable
assets. Clones hold important domain knowledge and when a number of clones appear to
be within a defined set of applications, it could mean that these applications belong to a
certain family. After a further manual analysis with the aid of CLICS, they find several
reusable objects and then use them for product line design of device drivers. This will save
the developer a lot of time understanding the domain and creating a new driver. Baxter
and Churchett [32] use clone detection technique for enhancing a product line development.
Clones indicate the presence of a useful problem domain concept, and in the same time provide an example implementation. Differences between the cloned copies identify parameters
or point of variation. Product line development is thus benefited with clone detection in
removing redundant code, improving maintainability, identifying domain concept for use in
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the present or the next, and identifying parameterized reusable implementations. However,
both these studies are in the primary stage and unpublished. Further empirical studies are
required to validate the above statements.

17

Open Problems in Clone Detection Research

There are several open problems concerning the various issues discussed in this paper. Many
of the open problems have already been raised in the Dagstuhl seminar 2006 by Koschke
[154]. In this section, we point out some of the open problems for future research:

17.1

List of Open Questions and Current Solvable Status

A list of 57 open questions on clone detection research was raised in the brainstorming
session of the Second International Workshop on Detection of Software Clones (IWDSC’03)
in November 2003 [214]. For each of the questions two decisions were made, 1. whether the
problem concerning the question had been already solved, partially solved or unsolved until
November 2003, and 2. a classification of this problem to clone detection research. In this
section, we list the same 57 questions with an additional information of current solvable
status for each of the questions. In Table 22, the 1st and 2nd columns show the index and
the open question respectively, the 3nd column shows the classification of that question,
the 4rd column indicates the then (November 2003) solvable status of that question and
the 5th column shows current (August 2007) solvable status. While the 4rd column shows
the solvable status based on the opinions from a group of experts present in the workshop,
the solvable status at 5th column is exclusively based on our opinions. However, in support
of our opinions we provide corresponding citations where applicable. From the table, we
see that although several studies have been undertaken over the last 45 months (November,
2003 to August, 2007), most of the open problems are still unsolved or partially solved
which definitely indicates that further studies are required in clone detection research.

17.2

Types and Taxonomies of Clones

Although different types and taxonomies of clones are provided in Section 7 and Section 8
respectively, there are several unclear issues to be taken care of. In the following, we point
out some of these:
Formal definition of clones: To date there is no crisp definition of “clone”. All the available definitions are either vague to a certain extent or incomplete (c.f., Section 7.1). A
formal clone definition should be established overcoming the current limitations and
associated vagueness. The definition should take into account different types of similarities such as representation similarity (textual, syntactic and structural), semantic
or behavioral similarity, execution similarity, metrics similarity and feature-based similarity. While it is easy to define similarity for some types, it is still an open problem
to define and measure semantic similarity.
Clone length by tokens or lines: It is still not clear what could be the minimum clone
length and with which unit of measurement. Some people measure clone length by
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Table 22: List of open questions and current solvable status (adapted from [214])
#

Issues (Asked as questions about knowledge)

Classification

Then
Solved?

Now
Solved?

Citations

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Can we perform basic clone detection on procedural systems?
Can we find clones in huge systems?
Can we detect clones well in generated xml/Hhml?
Do we have IDE-specific clone detection tools?
Can clones be traced through system evolution?
Can we detect higher-level clones well?
Should we be detecting clones on abstracting of the source code?
Can we clones in abstract levels while no clones in the implementation?

yes
yes
no
partly
partly
maybe
partly
yes

[178]
[167]

/

yes
no
no
maybe
no
no
no
yes

9

How can we identify clone requirements from the code?

/

no

partly

[128, 129]

10

Do we understand clones for other programming paradigms?

/

no

partly

[56, 164, 46]

11

What kinds of clones are in functional languages?

/

no

no

X

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

yes
no
no
no
no
no
partly

maybe
no
no
no
no
partly
partly

[126, 127]

19

What is the definition of a “clone”?
For what levels of source code do clear definitions for ‘clone’ exist?
Are clones defined objectively, subjectively, or inter-subjectively?
Are clone relations symmetric or not?
Does the size of the system affect the rate of clone occurrence?
What are clone types?
Do we have standard difference measures between similar code fragments?
Do we have a framework to classify/evaluate clones?

detection
detection
detection
detection
detection
detection
detection
detection
definition
detection
definition
detection
definition
detection
definition
definition
definition
definition
definition
definition
definition
detection
taxonomic
taxonomic

Do we understand “other” level clones?
Can we describe the differences between the similar code fragments?
Do we understand context-sensitive clones?
Which kinds of clones are bad? Which are OK?
Do we understand the costs/benefits of CDs or removal?

taxonomic
taxonomic
taxonomic
ranking
ranking

no,
partly
no
no
no
no
no

25
26
27
28

Do we know when detected clones are too complex to be beneficial?
Should we care about finding or removing generated clones?
Can we deal with generated code?
Are “accidental” clones widespread and important to manage?

ranking
ranking
ranking
ranking

no
no
no
no

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Can we measure clone rates in systems?
Can we construct clone derivation histories?
What are the purposes of CD?
What categories of goals are to be achieved by CD?
Do we know purposes (contexts) of CD in industry?
Which domain is CD useful for?
Should we find all clones in huge systems?
How should we prevent clones?
Can copyright violations be found by current CD software?
What do we do with clones?

no
no
maybe
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no

39

Must clones be removed?
Which clones should be refactored, kept, or encouraged?

41

Can we automate refactoring well?

no,
partly
no,
partly
no

[136, 129, 171]

40

42

How do we evaluate CD techniques?

ranking
ranking
purpose
purpose
purpose
purpose
purpose
purpose
purpose
clone-based
actions
clone-based
actions
clone-based
actions
clone-based
actions
evaluation

no,
partly
no
no
no
partly
no,
partly
no
no
no
no,
partly
no
no
maybe
no
no
partly
no
no
yes
no

[36, 10]

20
21
22
23
24

[36, 10]

43

Which CD techniques are better?

evaluation

no

44
45
46

Do we have multiple-project CD benchmarks?
Are sampled clone rates generalizable?
Does XP affect CD?

evaluation
evaluation
process

partly
no
no

47

Does XP produce fewer clones?

process

no

48
49

process
process

no
no

50
51
52
53
54

How can CDs be used to recommend human knowledge sources?
Can case knowledge (e.g., about programming solutions) be indexed by
clones?
Do we know the market value of clone detection?
Will clone detection matter in 15 years? 30 years? 100 years
What is the end-user value of CD tools? Can we quantify them
Do we have adequate economic models of clone costs?
Do we know the reasons for clones?

no,
partly
no,
partly
partly
no
no,
partly
no,
partly
no
no

economics
economics
economics
economics
cause

no
yes
no
no
no

X
X
X
Sec. 2

55
56

Do we understand the psychology of clones?
Can language support prevent clones?

no
no

57

What are the implications of clones for language design?

cause
programming
language
programming
language

no
yes
no
no
no,
partly
no
no

no

no

X
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no
no
no
no

[206]
[71]
[25, 29, 27]
[87]
-

X
X
[36, 127]
[127, 22, 178]

X
X
X
[136, 129, 128]
[79]
X
X
X
[6]
X
X
Sec. 2 & 4
X
X
X
X
X
[122]
X

[136, 129]
X

[36, 10]
[36, 10]
X
X
[188]
X
X

X
X

the number of tokens while others by number of lines or even with some detectiondependent units (such as number of AST/PDG nodes). Once the unit of measurement
is chosen, it should be decided what could be the appropriate minimum threshold for
clone length based on this unit.
Meta model of clone taxonomy: Several attempts have been made to overcome the associated vagueness of clone definitions by providing different types of clones in the
form of a taxonomy. However, to date, it is not clear whether the available taxonomies are sufficient enough either for detecting clones or for software maintenance.
A language-independent meta model of the clone taxonomy is crucial in overcoming
the current limitations. Similar to the normal forms in databases, a theory of duplication will be very helpful in clone detection research. Moreover, each kind of similarity
measure should be closely related to a specific purpose in software maintenance.
Clone types based on origins and/or risks: There are still no categorizations of clones
based on origins or risks. It is also not yet known the statistical distribution of such
types in larger systems. Empirical studies can be undertaken for finding such distribution of clone types.
Removal, avoidance and risks: For each of the clone types, the strategies and techniques of removal and avoidance, and the risks, costs and benefits of such removals
should be studied.
Relevance ranking: Once the clones are identified, a relevance ranking should be established for removal or other maintenance activities.

17.3

Evaluation of Clone Detection Techniques

There are several clone detection techniques available today. There are also several studies
that provide an empirical evaluation of several tools. In these empirical evaluations, several
limitations of the current benchmarks are pointed out.
Established human oracle for refactoring: A human oracle for different removal strategies of the candidate clones should be established. Current oracles cannot provide
unique decision (e.g., differences among different human raters for clone candidates)
on clone candidates when clones ought to be removed [215].
Benchmark on gapped clones: Current benchmarks focus on contiguous lines or tokens
for clones. However, it is agreed that most clones in large systems are non-contiguous
lines/tokens(gapped clones), and such gapped clones might be good candidates for
refactoring. Therefore, it is reasonable to establish a benchmark focusing on gapped
clones.
Standard benchmark: Current benchmarks are based only on clone pairs. However,
there are several clone detection tools that report clones as clone classes. The benchmark should be sound enough to evaluate detection techniques with respect to clone
pairs or clone classes or even both. Current benchmarks provide only a yes/no decision on the candidate clones. Rather than the yes/no decision, a degree of confidence
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and thus, a relevance ranking of the clone candidates (with respect to the context of
use) would be helpful [216]. Once a benchmark is established, it should become the
standard procedure of the community. Any new technique is subject to comparison
with this benchmark prior to publication [154].

17.4

Better Clone Detection Techniques

Although there are several clone detection techniques available today, there is always a need
to have a better one. The open issues concerning a new technique are:
Higher precision and recall: To date no clone detection technique is found sound enough
in terms of precision, recall, robustness and scalability (c.f., Section 11). Most tools
show complementary behaviors for precision and recall. Scalability and robustness
are also challenging in almost all cases. Therefore, there is a crucial need to develop
a new clone detection technique that can overcome the existing limitations.
Especial treatment for detecting Type III clones: No tool is reported to do well detecting Type III clones. Moreover, attempts in detecting semantic clones (Type IV)
are very few or none. Both Type III and Type IV clones are important from a maintenance point of view. When developing a new technique especial treatments should be
considered for detecting Type III clones. Again, a classification or taxonomy of such
clones is crucial.
Semantic clone detection tool: For detecting Type IV clones, the necessity of a semantic clone detection technique is evident. Clone definition and detection by semantic
similarity are undecidable problems in general. Nevertheless, attempts can be made
to detect semantic clones by applying extensive and intelligent normalizations to the
code. In such normalizations different variants of similar syntactic constructs are
transformed to the same normal form and comparison is performed on the normalized
code to find clones.

17.5

Empirical Studies in Clone Detection Research

More empirical studies with large scale industrial and open source software systems are
required. There are several open issues that can be attempted by means of empirical
studies. These are as follows:
Classification and statistics of Type III and Type IV clones: Deriving the classifications/taxonomies for Type III and Type IV clones is challenging. With multilingual
large scale case studies (industrial and open source systems), it may be possible to
derive such classifications along with their frequencies of occurrences. Such classification and statistics then can be used for deriving refactoring strategies, evaluating
clone impacts on software quality and developing clone detection tools.
Statistics of intentional clones: In Section 2, several intentions behind cloning have
been listed. It will be helpful to know the rate of clones produced by each intention. Cloning statistics based on intentions may help to develop a new technique
focusing on the higher rate intentions.
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Effect of normalizations on precision and recall: Little or no statistics are available
concerning the effect of normalizations and/or transformations of code to precision
and recall. Empirical studies are required to show the effect of normalizations on
precision and recall.
Study of extensive normalizations in finding semantic clones: The issue of detecting semantic clones is a major concern to the research community [151]. Unfortunately,
no proper way of detecting semantic clones is available yet. An alternative approach
of detecting such clones could be to apply extensive and intelligent normalizations and
transformations to source code. However, it is not clear how such normalizations and
transformations can assist in detecting semantic clones. Large scale empirical studies
are required to verify this approach.
Relation between extensive normalizations and plagiarism detection: Instead of
simple copy and then reuse by adaptations in case of code cloning, copied code is
intentionally disguised in case of plagiarism. Replacements of control statements
with their semantically equivalent variants is one of the major disguising activities
for camouflaging copied code [165]. It might be interesting to see how extensive code
normalizations and transformations are beneficial to detecting camouflaged fragments.
Although it is generally agreed that more normalizations can help finding plagiarized
code, there is no large scale empirical study to validate such argument.
Strategies for refactoring Type III clones: While refactoring of Type I and Type II
clones are possible with basic refactoring methods, it is still unclear of how to refactor
Type III clones. Having a classification of such clones , refactoring strategies for each
of types should be studied in a large code base.
Harmfulness of clones: There is little information available concerning the impacts of
code clones on software quality. Recent studies show that clones may not be always
harmful to software systems (c.f., Section 5). More empirical studies are required to
find the relation between clones and different quality attributes (such as maintainability, reliability, modifiability, security etc.) of software systems. This relation then
should be fine tuned for different types of clones to the different quality attributes.
Patterns of uninteresting clones: Most clone detection techniques produce a high number of clones that are uninteresting from a maintenance perspective. Such clones are
normally filtered out in a post-processing step. However, it is not yet clear what
patterns of clones are surely uninteresting in which context. It would be beneficial
to find the patterns of such uninteresting clones and employ strategies of filtering out
the code that follows such patters in pre-processing step. In this way, manual analysis
of the produced clones will be reduced significantly, and consequently, we can have a
clone detection with higher precision.
Visualization of Clones and Filtering Automation: Over the last decades huge research has been undertaken on information visualization in general and software visualization in particular. As yet many of these visualization techniques have not been
explored for visualizing clones. Empirical studies can be conducted to see how visualization techniques of other domains can assist clone visualization. There is also a
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debate which clone visualization approach is better for which purpose. More systematic empirical research is required to resolve this issue.
One of the objectives of the visualization tools is to automate the post-processing
tasks. Considering the availability of the state of the art clone detection techniques,
one can focus on automating the filtering process after obtaining the clone candidates
from a tool. Again, such filtering needs a proper definition of code clone.
Studies of clone coverage: Although there are several studies that show that a significant amount of code is cloned code of a software system, a solid argument is still
missing. This is because comparing the results of these studies is difficult and errorprone. Different studies use different clone detection tools where most tools use their
own detection-dependent definitions of a clone. Many detection algorithms also take
adjustable parameters. A large scale case study with systems of different languages
can be conducted with a common clone definition.
Evolution analysis of clones: Although clone evolution analysis of large open source
software has already been conducted there is still little or no study concerning the
evolution of clones in large industrial software. The following issues [154] should be
resolved with large empirical studies:
• How do clones evolve in industrial systems?
• What does their evolution tell about the development organization?
• What are reliable predictors?
Relation to other domains: Empirical studies are required to see how clone detection
techniques can be benefited from the other areas and at the same time how other
areas can be assisted by clone detection research.

18

Conclusion

Clone detection is an active research area and the literature is overwhelmed with plenty
of work in detecting and removing clones from software systems. Research is also done in
maintaining clones in software systems in its evolution life cycle. In this paper, a comprehensive survey on the area of software clone detection research is made putting emphasis
on the types of clones used, their detection mechanism and empirical evaluation of the corresponding tools. Several open issues are also pointed out for further research. The report
by Koschke [154] is also a good source for an overview of clone detection research.
The results of this study may serve as a roadmap to potential users of clone detection
techniques, to help them in selecting the right tool or technique for their interests. We
hope it may also assist in identifying remaining open research questions, possible avenues
for future research, and interesting combinations of existing techniques.
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